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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–
Recente technische, economische en juridische ontwikkelingen maken de betrouw-
bare en duurzame sturing van het geı¨ntegreerde elektrisch vermogensnet tot een
uitdagend onderzoeksonderwerp. Dit samenhangende elektrische vermogensnet,
waarbij de energieproductie gestuurd wordt door verschillende TSOs (Transmis-
sion System Operator), is e´e´n van de grootste en meest complexe systemen ooit
gebouwd. Het Europese geı¨nterconnecteerde elektrisch vermogensnet omvat on-
geveer 4300 knooppunten, 6300 transmissielijnen en 1100 transformatoren, samen
met de eraan verbonden distributienetten en hun belasting, en met de duizenden
generatoren.
Betrouwbare regeling van een dergelijk groot systeem is zeer moeilijk als ge-
volg van de ingewikkelde interacties tussen allerlei, zowel continue als discrete,
dynamische verschijnselen. De grootte van het systeem vereist de ontbinding van
het systeem in verscheidene componenten, waarbij e´e´n component vaak overeen-
stemt met het gebied gestuurd door e´e´n TSO. Plaatselijke storingen in e´e´n gebied
veroorzaken vaak lokale regelacties die niet enkel het lokale gedrag corrigeren
maar die ook effecten hebben in naburige gebieden, effecten die op hun beurt ge-
corrigeerd worden door regelacties in die naburige gebieden, wat dan weer leidt
tot nieuwe acties in nog andere gebieden inclusief het gebied dat eerst verstoord
werd. Deze ketting van reacties kan leiden tot ongewenst gedrag, en uiteinde-
lijk tot falen van het volledige systeem (blackout). Dit falen kan grote sociale en
maatschappelijke kosten veroorzaken.
Een belangrijke klasse instabiliteiten die aanleiding geven tot blackouts be-
treft spanningsstoringen die het resultaat zijn van een tijdelijke verstoring van het
evenwicht tussen het reactieve vermogen dat gegenereerd kan worden enerzijds en
het instantane reactieve vermogen dat vereist is voor de dynamisch evoluerende
spannings-afhankelijke lasten anderzijds. Aangezien spanning een lokale veran-
derlijke is (in tegenstelling tot frequentie) kunnen spanningsstoringen in e´e´n ge-
bied, indien ze niet op een correcte manier worden bijgestuurd, aanleiding geven
tot een ingewikkelde opeenvolging van gebeurtenissen in andere gebieden (zoals
wijzigingen in de tap positie van transformatoren, of afschakeling van lasten we-
gens te hoge of te lage spanning), met als uiteindelijk resultaat een blackout of het
opsplitsen van het net in afzonderlijke niet-gesynchroniseerde deelgebieden.
In deze thesis wordt de lange-termijn spanningsregeling bestudeerd. Span-
ningsinstabiliteiten over tijdsintervallen van de orde van minuten worden hoofd-
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zakelijk veroorzaakt door de evolutie van het vermogen verbruikt door spannings-
afhankelijke dynamische lasten die trachten om het vermogen van voor de storing
te herstellen, maar ook door de ingewikkelde interacties met de lokale regelme-
chanismen. Op een tijdsschaal van tientallen seconden proberen LTCs (Load Tap
Changing transformer) de spanning van elk onderstation te herstellen naar het oor-
spronkelijke niveau door hun tappositie aan te passen. Als gevolg daarvan kunnen
de generatoren echter limieten bereiken van het maximale reactieve vermogen dat
ze kunnen produceren, door het activeren van de OXL (Over eXcitation Limiter),
of kunnen transmissielijnen begrenzingen bereiken van het maximale vermogen
dat ze kunnen transporteren. Goede lokale regelaars moeten rekening houden met
het risico dat dergelijke begrenzingen in de toekomst geactiveerd kunnen worden,
door het toekomstige gedrag te voorspellen.
De analyse van het systeemgedrag dat aanleiding kan geven tot lange-termijn
spanningsinstabiliteit wordt nog ingewikkelder gemaakt door de interacties tussen
verschillende gebieden, gecontroleerd door verschillende TSOs, waarbij b.v. een
wijziging in de tappositie in e´e´n gebied aanleiding geeft tot ongewenste verande-
ringen in tappositie, of het activeren van een OXL in een naburig gebied, wat op
zijn beurt aanleiding kan zijn voor nieuwe ongewenste wijzigingen in de tappo-
sitie van LTCs in nog andere gebieden of in het gebied waar de storing begon.
Dergelijke globale interacties kunnen een ineenstorting van het spanningsniveau
van het gehele net veroorzaken. Om dit te vermijden moeten de regelacties van
regelagenten (TSOs in het jargon van vermogensnetten) voor naburige gebieden
met elkaar gecoo¨rdineerd worden. Deze coo¨rdinatie vereist uiteraard communi-
catie tussen naburige regelagenten. In dit proefschrift wordt een terugkoppelings-
paradigma - gedistribueerde modelvoorspellende regelaars - voorgesteld dat “an-
ticipatie” en “coo¨rdinatie”combineert (Distributed Communication-based Model
Predictive Control (DCMPC)). De communicatie vereist voor de DCMPC die in
deze thesis wordt ingevoerd beperkt zich tot het versturen naar naburige regelagen-
ten (typisch TSOs) van de regelacties die gepland zijn tot en met de regelhorizon
van de modelvoorspellende regelaar.
De anticipatie vereist voor de modelvoorspellende regelaar maakt gebruik van
een simulator van het elektrische vermogensnet die veel sneller is dan ree¨le tijd.
Het vermogensnet evolueert onder invloed van zowel continue differentiaal-alge-
braische (DAE) vergelijkingen als onder invloed van gebeurtenissen gegenereerd
volgens een automatenmodel (zowel voor de logica die aan de basis ligt van het
LTC gedrag als voor de logica van de regelaars). Modelica, een gratis beschikbare
object georie¨nteerde computertaal, bleek geschikt om efficie¨nt dergelijke hybride
automatenmodellen van vermogennetten te implementeren. De object-georie¨nteer-
de opbouw van Modelica laat ook toe om de compositionaliteit van het vermogen-
snet op een natuurlijke wijze te gebruiken in de simulatieprogramma’s.
De lokale model-voorspellende spanningsregelaar vergelijkt de trajectorie¨n ge-
genereerd als antwoord van het systeemmodel op verschillende mogelijke discrete
regelacties (in deze thesis wordt enkel als regelactie beschouwd het al of niet wijzi-
gen op verschillende tijdstippen tijdens de regelhorizon van tapposities van LTCs),
startend in de huidige toestand van het systeem. De model-voorspellende rege-
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laar selecteert gedurende de regelhorizon die sequentie regelacties die de beste
trajectorie genereert, met kleinst mogelijke afwijkingen t.o.v. de referentiespan-
ning, met zo weinig mogelijk veranderingen van tappositie en zo dat spanningen
steeds binnen de gewenste grenzen blijven (en eventueel ook zo dat zo weinig
mogelijk generatoren een OXL activeren). Dit vereist dat de lokale regelaar een
model van het dynamisch gedrag in zijn eigen gebied kent, en dat een benaderend
model beschikbaar is voor het gedrag van andere gebieden (b.v. een QSS (Quasi
Steady-State) model voor buren, en een PV (regime vermogen versus spanning)
curve voor niet-naburige componenten). De regelagent voert dan uit als regelac-
tie de keuze tijdens het eerste tijdsinterval van de beste regelsequentie. Aan het
einde van dit eerste tijdsinterval wordt deze bovenstaande berekening herhaald,
en als gevolg van de afwijkingen tussen model en werkelijkheid kan een andere
sequentie regelacties in de met e´e´n tijdsstap vooruitgerolde voorspellingshorizon
geselecteerd worden als beste. In het tweede interval wordt dan de eerste stap
van die nieuwe beste sequentie regelacties geı¨mplementeerd. Dit procede´ wordt
voortdurend herhaald door de model voorspellende regelaar.
De voorspellingen van de lokale MPCs (Model Predictive Control) worden
onnauwkeurig omdat geen gebruik gemaakt wordt van gedetailleerde kennis van
het model van naburige componenten (en deze kennis is vaak moeilijk op een
betrouwbare manier te bekomen) en door het feit dat de geplande regelacties van de
naburige regelagenten niet gekend zijn. Dit gebrek aan coo¨rdinatie kan verholpen
worden als elke regelagent via een communicatienetwerk geı¨nformeerd wordt over
de geplande regelacties van naburige regelagenten, en als de lokale regelagent deze
informatie benut in zijn anticiaptie. Het gedistribueerde coo¨rdinerende model-
voorspellende regelparadigma dat in deze thesis wordt voorgesteld gebruikt dus de
uitwisseling van tijdens de regelhorizon geplande regelacties om de voorspellingen
die lokaal gebruikt worden in de greedy optimisator te verbeteren.
Het goede gedrag van deze DCMPC wordt in deze thesis aangetoond voor
verschillende voorbeelden van vermogensnetten. Het ingewikkeldste geval dat
beschouwd wordt betreft het klassieke, vrij realistische, Nordic32 test systeem,
waarop allerlei verstoringen kunnen worden gesimuleerd. Via simulatie kan zo
de robuustheid van DCMPC worden nagegaan. De simulatieresultaten tonen aan
dat anticipatie gebaseerd op lokale MPC regelaars een aantal gevallen kan stabil-
seren waar de klassieke deadband regelaars voor LTCs leiden tot falen van het
systeem. In een aantal andere gevallen met nog ergere storingen faalt lokale an-
ticipatie, maar blijkt dat het systeem kan gestabiliseerd worden met behulp van
de coo¨rdinatie (gebruik makend van communicatie van geplande regelsequenties)
volgens het in deze thesis voorgestelde DCMPC paradigma.

English summary
Power systems are nowadays becoming more and more interconnected, and con-
trolled by several TSOs (Transmission System Operators), in order to ensure a
reliable and economical supply and distribution of electric power. These (inter-
connected) electrical power networks are often considered as the most complex
man-made dynamical systems ever. For example, according to the dataset pro-
vided by the ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Operators
for Electricity) for static studies (calculation of the AC load flow), the European
interconnected power grid consists of approximately 4300 buses, 6300 lines and
1100 transformers together with their loads, distribution systems and generations
in-feeds (in different voltage levels of 380 kV, 220 kV and 150 kV).
The proper control of such a large-scale interconnected power system is a very
challenging problem due to the various continuous and discrete dynamics evolving
in the system and their complicated interactions. Each local control agent (CA),
corresponding to an area operated by one TSO, tries to achieve local improvement.
However, it happens frequently that a local initiating disturbance in one area trig-
gers some local control actions in its own area which in turn triggers further dis-
turbances in the neighboring areas causing some undesirable control actions by
their neighbors, and eventually a cascade of possibly wrong control actions lead
the overall system to a final collapse.
One important class of power system instability is voltage instability, which
actually arises from the inability of combined generation-transmission systems
to deliver the power requested by (dynamical recovery) voltage-dependent loads.
Such a voltage instability, if not corrected properly, due to a cascade of events, can
eventually lead to voltage collapse (abnormally low voltages in a major portion of
the system) often resulting in blackouts or separation of the system into separate
unsynchronized islands. The societal impacts and financial costs/losses caused by
blackouts are significantly huge.
The voltage in electrical power systems is, in nature, a “local” variable unlike
frequency being a “global” variable. This means that, in multi-area power systems,
only areas that are electrically close together interact with each other for voltage,
and there is no need to involve distant areas with negligible common interest in
solving a local optimization problem. The latter promotes the decomposition ap-
proaches for voltage control, where the voltage control still remains a prerogative
of the local utilities.
This thesis focuses on long-term voltage instability - in the order of several
minutes after a major disturbance. The driving force of such instability, following
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a disturbance, is the process of load restoration, where the dynamics of recover-
ing loads directly as well as some control mechanism such as LTCs (Load Tap
Changing transformers) indirectly (by restoring the distribution-side voltages of
the corresponding voltage-dependent loads), try to locally restore the load powers
to the pre-disturbance values. The long-term voltage instability often occurs when
LTCs try to restore the distribution side voltages of the connected buses, while
the maximum power that the transmission system can provide to loads is reduced
by the reactive power capability limits of generators, mainly enforced by OXLs
(Over eXcitation Limiters). It seems rather intuitive, then, to seek some way of
anticipating what will be the future behavior of a power system, by employing
controllers which can look ahead in time. The long-term voltage control becomes
even a more complex and harder problem in large-scale multi-area power system,
each controlled by an independent TSO. The reason is that, for example, an arbi-
trary LTC move in one area can trigger undesirable LTC move(s), OXL activations
in other areas, and such complicated global interactions may eventually lead to a
blackout in the form of a voltage collapse. In order to avoid such a collapse in
large-scale multi-area power systems, the local control actions taken by each CA,
must be coordinated with those of (adjacent) neighbors. This coordination requires
communications between neighboring CAs.
This thesis proposes an efficient distributed Model Predictive Control (MPC)
paradigm which combines two concepts of “looking-ahead” and “coordination”.
The proposed MPC-based control scheme relies on the communication of planned
local control actions among neighboring CAs, each possibly operated by an inde-
pendent TSO.
Modelica R©, a free of charge object-oriented language, is used to develop a
much-faster-than-real-time simulator, providing an hybrid framework for effec-
tively modeling and simulating power systems. Modelica facilitates the develop-
ment of tools to generate very efficient codes for modeling of compositional phys-
ical systems such as electrical power networks, by relaxing the causality constraint
of components, and focusing only on the topology of the overall system. In this
thesis, the dynamic models for anticipation, are derived by considering each area
as a hybrid dynamical system, using DAEs to describe piecewise continuous dy-
namics, and the set of events of hybrid automata representing the discrete logical
controllers. This hybrid modeling framework captures the complex interactions
between continuous and discrete dynamics.
The “looking-ahead” voltage controller can anticipate, within the prediction
horizon window, for example, the activation of OXLs, moving towards reach-
ing the maximum physical tap limits for LTCs, and deviating too much from
the prescribed voltage bounds for buses. The controller will then efficiently use
these anticipations, by selecting a control sequence that does not cause the above-
mentioned constraint violations. The first input of the best control sequence se-
lected by each local MPC, at each discrete time instant, will be applied to the
local system until the next time instant, where the local optimization repeats again
selecting the new best control action.
Each CA, knowing a local model of its own area, as well as a reduced-order
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Quasi Steady-State (QSS) models of its immediate neighboring areas, and assum-
ing a simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas, performs a greedy local
optimization over a finite window in time, communicating its planned control input
sequence to its immediate neighbors only.
The “communicating” voltage controller enables each CA to coordinate its
own local action with what its immediate neighbors are planning to do, assum-
ing a QSS model for predicting how control actions of neighbors influence the
interacting variables.
The good performance of the proposed real-time model-based feedback coor-
dinating controller, following major disturbances, is illustrated using time-domain
simulation of the well-known realistic Nordic32 test system, assuming worst-case
conditions. Robustness of the proposed method against measurement inaccura-
cies, modeling errors as well as the uncertainty of the load behavior has also been
illustrated.
This thesis considers two cases where, in the first reasonably sized network,
a local CA, knows the complete model of the overall system, while, in the sec-
ond realistic sized system, it employs reduced-order QSS models for immediate
neighbors, and assumes a simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas.
Simulation results illustrates the significant achievements obtained when the
proposed model-based coordinating control is applied to different systems under
some severe disturbances.
This thesis compares the above-mentioned simulation results with scenarios
where a purely decentralized uncoordinated deadband control, as the current prac-
tice for LTCs, is applied, or where a decentralized uncoordinated MPC approach
with no communication is applied. In this way it becomes possible to identify
the two afore-mentioned distinct contributions of the proposed model-based co-
ordinating approach namely “looking-ahead” and “communication”, since the de-
centralized deadband approach lacks both anticipation and coordination, and the
decentralized MPC approach ignores the communications with neighbors.

1
Introduction
An electrical power system is a heterogeneous, geographically wide-spread net-
work composed of numerous different components such as generators, transform-
ers, transmission lines, protection devices and last but not least loads/consumers,
all aiming at generating, transmitting and distributing electric power to the con-
sumers.
Traditionally, electric power is generated in large central power plants such as
thermal plants (e.g. fossil fuel-fired (burning) coal, natural gas or oil, or nuclear
power plants) or hydro-electric power plants in the voltage level of up to 20 kV.
This low voltage level is then, in transmission stage, increased to high voltage lev-
els (up to 750 kV in Europe1) in order to transmit the generated electricity through
over-head transmission lines or under-ground cables minimizing the transmission
ohmic losses. Finally, at distribution stage, these high voltages are reduced to
lower levels (eventually down to 220 V in Europe) in order to feed the consumers.
Note that in this conventional paradigm, as shown in Fig. 1.1, the power unidirec-
tionally flows from generation sides to the distribution ends.
Large-scale power systems, by nature, are very likely to be subjected to unpre-
dictable faults (disturbances). Faults may arise from tripping of some equipment
such as generators or transmission lines due to natural calamities or even some-
times intentional hostile attack, or from mal-operation of some protection devices,
human errors and short circuits.
Nearly all aspects of modern life, strongly depend on reliable electricity sup-
1Ultra high voltage transmission voltage levels have been experimentally used at 1200 kV in the
former Soviet Union and today in Kasachastan, and at 1100 kV in Japan.
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ply. For instance, industry, household, telecommunication, transportation, bank-
ing, financial services, oil, water and gas infrastructures are highly dependent to
electricity [1].
Moreover, a number of factors such as economical and ecological constraints on
the expansion of the generation and transmission system, ever-increasing electric-
ity demand (mainly for BRICS countries)2, and the interdependency between elec-
trical energy and other critical infrastructures stresses the power system more than
ever to operate closer and closer to their safety and stability limits. It is notewor-
thy that it is becoming understandably ever more difficult to site new transmission
lines, due to for example land use considerations, in densely populated areas where
most electric power is consumed. Renewable energy resources, on the other hand,
for which by nature their availability are not predictable, makes generated power
even more unreliable in the modern power systems.
Generation Step-up 
transformer
Transmission line
Step-down 
transformer
Subtransmission
Industrial load
Distribution 
transformer
Commercial
 load
Domestic
load
Figure 1.1: A traditional power system
One other important factor that places further stress on traditional power sys-
tems is the introduction of the competitive market into electricity industry, due
to the deregulation and liberalization of electrical power systems, and the grow-
ing concern of ever-increasing internationalization in the electricity industry. This
results in multi-area systems operated by several TSOs (Transmission System Op-
erators). These areas are typically interconnected through power transmission cor-
ridors which carry heavy power flows in order to economically establish a common
open electricity market and technically, hopefully, to ensure a greater security mar-
gin, through sharing of active/reactive power reserves. This interconnectedness,
on the other hand, makes the large-scale power systems even more complex and
harder to control making it more vulnerable to global collapse, initiated by a local
fault.
Thus, secure, economical, and reliable operation of power systems is indispens-
ably of great importance as consequences caused by failures in undertaking so,
2In economics and politics, BRICS refers to the countries of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa, which are all deemed to be at a similar stage of newly advanced economic development.
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could unpredictably affect the national and even international economy, security,
health of citizens, and quality of life. Moreover the arguments above indicate that
ensuring this reliable operation will require distributed control.
As a consequence of the aforementioned increasingly stressed conditions, a power
system may experience a special class of instability in the form of sudden or pro-
gressive fall or rise of voltage in some buses. Such a voltage instability, if not
corrected properly, due to a cascade of events, can lead to voltage collapse (ab-
normally low voltages in a major portion of the system causing circuit breakers
to disconnect lines) often resulting in blackouts or separation of the system into
separate unsynchronized islands.
Low voltages can cause damage to electrical motors and may lead to failures in
electronic devices, and high voltages can, on the other hand, cause dangerous elec-
tric arcs (flashovers) by exceeding the insulation capabilities of electric devices [2].
Therefore, maintaining an acceptable voltage profile across a power system in both
normal and emergency situations is a vital issue as system voltages vary continu-
ously according to the electrical demand, control actions and emergency situations
occurring in the system.
1.1 Classification of power system stability
The dynamic performance of a typical power system is often influenced by a wide
array of devices (both equipments and controllers) with different dynamic response
and characteristics. This makes it practically impossible to deal with the power
system stability as a single problem. Therefore, the power system stability is often
classified into different categories and sub-categories in order to better understand
the underlying causes of the instability, and to devise the appropriate controls.
Table 1.1 represents a possible classification based upon time scale (short-term
(fast) or long-term (slow)), driving mechanism (generator-driven or load-driven)
and the size of the disturbance (small disturbance or large-disturbance) [3]. A
brief overview of this classification is described in the following subsections. A
more detailed description may be found in [4, 5].
Time scale Driving mechanism Size of disturbance
Rotor angle stability Fast/Slow Generator Small/Large
Frequency stability Slow Generator Large
Voltage stability Fast/Slow Load Small/Large
Table 1.1: Power system stability classification
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1.1.1 Rotor angle stability
Rotor angle stability refers to the ability of interconnected synchronous generators
of a power system, for a given initial operating conditions, to remain in synchro-
nism or colloquially “in step”, following a disturbance. According to the well-
known swing equations of a synchronous generator, under steady-state conditions,
the input mechanical torque and the output electrical torque of each machine is
in equilibrium, and thus the speed remains constant. Obviously, following a dis-
turbance, this equilibrium is perturbed, resulting in acceleration or deceleration
of the rotors of some machines according to the highly nonlinear power-angle
relationships (see equation (1.2)). Instability may occur due to the increasing an-
gular swings of some generators leading to their loss of synchronism with other
generators. This class of instability may occur due to small or large disturbances.
The corresponding sub-classes are respectively called “steady-state or small-signal
(small-disturbance)” and “transient or large-disturbance” stability. The time-scale
of interest for the transient rotor angle stability analysis is in the order of 3− 10 s,
and 10− 20 s for the steady-state analysis, after a disturbance.
1.1.2 Frequency stability
Frequency stability refers to the ability of power system to maintain its frequency
within a prescribed bound around its nominal frequency, following a major dis-
turbance resulting in a significant global generation-load imbalance. Note that
frequency instability results from a global mismatch between generation and load
in the overall system, as a result, frequency being a “global” variable. The fre-
quency excursion is often a very slow phenomenon with the overall time scale of
up to several minutes after disturbance, as it deals with the mechanical devices
such as the boiler, prime mover and governor control. Often when dealing with
modeling the voltage dynamics in computer simulations, the frequency regulation
is assumed to be successfully performed through a single slack bus. However, in
reality many generators (and not necessarily all) throughout the system participate
in frequency control through, for example, well-known power-frequency droop
control algorithm.
1.1.3 Voltage stability
Voltage stability, the main focus of this thesis, refers to the ability of a power sys-
tem to maintain all its bus voltage magnitudes within a prescribed interval around
the nominal bus voltages, even following a disturbance. In other words, voltage
instability implies that the post-disturbance power system is unable to reach a new
set of permissible steady-state voltages at some buses. A more formal definition
of voltage instability is given in [6]:
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“Voltage instability stems from the attempt of load dynamics to restore power
consumption beyond the capability of the combined transmission and generation
system.”
Voltage control, unlike the frequency control, is linked to electrical distance
between generation and load, voltage being a “local” variable. Despite the re-
cent prevailing trend of globalization/internationalization in the electricity indus-
try, voltage control still remains a prerogative of the local utilities. The justifica-
tion is that the inductive nature (and thus reactive characteristic) of a typical power
transmission system is very dominant over its resistive one (and thus active char-
acteristic) i.e. (X  R), which means reactive power (Q) is a more local quantity
than active power (P ).
One very important factor contributing to the voltage instability is the limited
capability of transmission system for transferring (a large amount of) active and
reactive power from generation centers to load centers. This happens because of
voltage drops over the mainly inductive reactances of long transmission lines, or
due to the maximum thermal loading limits of the lines. This (limited) power
transfer capability may become even more restricted when some of the generators
reach their limit of maximum reactive power generation. Therefore, the existence
of a maximum deliverable power, referring to limited power transfer capabilities
of combined generation and transmission system, may result in voltage instability
and/or collapse. Loads are the main driving mechanism for voltage instability as
the consumed load powers, following a disturbance, tend to be restored to their
pre-disturbance values by the dynamics of recovery loads and/or indirectly by the
action of Load Tap Changing transformers (LTCs).
Note that voltage collapse normally is not due to a single contingency but in-
stead due to cascading failures. It is typically caused by an initiating disturbance
e.g. transmission line or generator outage, or short circuit. The uncoordinated op-
eration of protection relays to remove the faulted line/generator may lead to over-
loading of other transmission lines and/or generators. Subsequently, the newly
overloaded lines and/or generators may be tripped by their undervoltage relays
resulting in an even more drastic voltage decay. This further deteriorates the sit-
uation, and a partial or complete blackout may eventually be resulted from this
cascade of unwanted events [7, 8].
1.1.3.1 Voltage stability of a simple∞-bus and isolated-load system
The fundamental concept of voltage instability can be analytically illustrated using
a simple 2-bus system model, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The system consists of an
infinite bus (with constant voltage magnitude E and frequency ω) feeding a single
remote load through a purely inductive transmission line (jX).
Under stead-state conditions, the algebraic power (load) flow equations can be
obtained using phasor quantities as follows [6, 9]:
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Figure 1.2: A simple 2-bus power system
S¯ = P + jQ = V¯ I¯∗ = V ∠δ (E∠0− V ∠δ
jX
)∗ (1.1)
and thus
P =
−EV
X
sin δ (1.2)
Q =
−V 2
X
+
EV
X
cos δ = −V
X
(V − E cos δ) (1.3)
where P and Q are active and reactive power consumed by the load, respectively,
V and δ voltage magnitude and phase angle (with reference to∞-bus) of the load
bus.
Note that the systems’s short-circuit level is Ssc = (E)(EX ) =
E2
X .
Normalizing equations (1.2) and (1.3) with v = VE , p =
P
Ssc
= PXE2 and q =
Q
Ssc
= QXE2 yields:
p = −v sin δ (1.4)
q = −v2 + v cos δ (1.5)
Eliminating δ from equations (1.4) and (1.5) gives the following quadratic
equation with respect to v2
v4 + (2q − 1)v2 + (p2 + q2) = 0 (1.6)
The necessary condition to have at least one real solution (v2 ≥ 0) for equation
(1.6) is that its discriminant is non-negative, i.e.
(2q − 1)2 − 4(p2 + q2) ≥ 0 (1.7)
or 1− 4q − 4p2 ≥ 0
This inequality represents the possible combinations of active and reactive power
that the combined generation-transmission system of Fig. 1.2 can supply to the
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load.
Solving equation (1.6) with respect to v, two positive real solutions are given by:
vs =
√
(1− 2q) +
√
1− 4q − 4p2
2
, vu =
√
(1− 2q)−
√
1− 4q − 4p2
2
(1.8)
Taking the inequality (1.7) into account, one can verify that both higher/lower
voltages (associated with plus/minus signs) in the solution (1.8) are positive. For
example for minus sign, we get a trivial inequality as below:
(1− 2q)−
√
1− 4q − 4p2
2
≥ 0 (1.9)
or, (p2 + q2) ≥ 0
The 3-D graphs in pvq-space in Fig. 1.3 illustrate, the solutions for load volt-
age v as a function of load active p and reactive q powers, for some different power
factors tanφ = qp .
As shown in Fig. 1.3, there exists a set of feasible combinations of load powers
(p, q), for which there are two positive solutions for voltages (vs, vu), where vs
(higher voltage and lower current) is the stable solution representing the actual
voltage of the load, and vu (lower voltage and higher current) is the unstable solu-
tion as the dynamics there tend not to return perturbed states to the initial states.
Note that starting from an arbitrary operating point, any increase in the system
loading (i.e. an increase in p, q or both) bring the system operating states closer to
the maximum deliverable power point. Beyond this point, any increase in p, q or
both makes the mechanism of the load restoration unstable.
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Figure 1.3: The PQV surface
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1.1.3.2 Short-term versus long-term voltage instability
Depending on the mechanism of load power restoration, different voltage insta-
bility scenarios may evolve associated with the time scales lasting from a few
seconds to several minutes, often referred to as their short-term (also sometimes
called fast or transient) and long-term (also sometime called slow or mid-term or
post-transient) voltage instabilities.
Short-term voltage instability is due to the tendency of fast-restoring stalling-
prone induction motors to restore their consumed power (mechanical torque) in a
time frame of typically one second after a voltage drop caused by a disturbance. If
the post-disturbance system fails in providing the reactive power needed to main-
tain the voltage, the induction motors stall and short-term instability occurs due
to loss of post-disturbance equilibrium. This class of voltage instability can also
occur due to a slow fault clearing or delayed corrective control actions, where the
system’s trajectories have already evolved beyond the stable region of attraction,
and thus are unable to be attracted by the stable post-disturbance equilibrium.
In long-term voltage instability, the short-term instability is assumed to have
been survived following the initial disturbance (thanks to the assumed perfect
available short-term voltage control e.g. generators’ AVRs). The long-term dy-
namics, in the period of a couple of minutes after a major disturbance, is typi-
cally driven by LTCs trying to locally restore the distribution side voltages of the
connected buses, and hence the corresponding voltage-dependent active/reactive
powers of the dynamical recovery loads, while the Over eXcitation Limiter (OXL)
of synchronous generators may be activated, restricting their maximum reactive
power generation capability [6].
In this thesis, the long-term voltage instability - in the time scale of 1 s to several
minutes after disturbance - will be tackled by designing a model-based coordi-
nating control of LTCs, as the most likely control mechanism (together with the
restoration process of dynamical loads) for driving the long-term voltage instabil-
ity.
1.1.3.3 Normal and emergency voltage control
Voltage control is often also broadly categorized into two distinct “normal” and
“emergency” state control modes, in accordance with normal and emergency op-
erating states of a power system. The “preventive” and the “corrective” controls
are two complementary lines of defence against voltage instability in these two
control modes, respectively. The power system is initially assumed to operate in
the normal operating state, and the associated normal state voltage control, follow-
ing a disturbance that has (or has not) been considered in the operational planning
stage of the system, aims at maintaining an acceptable voltage profile for all buses
and/or minimizing the system losses, by taking some cheap preventive actions
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such as switching of CBs, adjustments of generators’ voltage setpoints and stan-
dard deadband LTC control [10].
Note that those preventive voltage control actions are designed in the planning
stage of the system for a set of credible disturbances. They are applied to the
pre-disturbance system in order to prevent the actual occurrence of the disturbance
in the normal operating state, by increasing the security margins of the system
with respect to that particular disturbance. These controls are normally costly as
some of the credible disturbances for which preventive control actions have been
designed, may not even occur in practice in the system.
If a sufficiently severe disturbance occurs such that the system cannot be timely
stabilized by only applying a combination of some high-priority cheap preventive
controls, the system then enters the emergency operating state. This enables the
associated emergency voltage control, which makes use of full range of available
controls (including undesirable expensive corrective actions) such as load reduc-
tion either by direct shedding or indirectly through emergency/modified control of
LTCs, (fast) generation rescheduling and cross-border flow management. Fig. 1.4
illustrates these two operating states of a typical power system and their corre-
sponding voltage control regimes. Note that some other operating states are con-
sidered in [4], but are not represented here as they are not of primary interest for
our research.
Note that small disturbances such as small variations in load and generation occur
continually in the power systems, while large disturbances are often due to faults
(e.g. a three-phase short-circuit), or the outage of a transmission line or a large
generator.
This thesis develops a model-based coordinating controller for LTCs in order to
mitigate the long-term voltage instability. The proposed controller always acts on
the real-time voltage deviations regardless when and where exactly a disturbance
occurs. Thus it does not generally require to distinguish between normal and emer-
gency operating modes, covering both normal and emergency state voltage control.
This simplification is important as the current existing feedback voltage controllers
require accurate mode detectors to identify the operating state of the system in or-
der to take the appropriate control actions, accordingly.
1.1.3.4 Countermeasures against voltage instability
Voltage instabilities commonly occur due to reactive power deficiency in elec-
tric transmission networks. Thus for voltage control, a proper provision of the
fast/slow reactive power resources is required to provide sufficient Reactive Power
Reserve (RPR)3 in the system. The RPR is the remaining reactive power capabil-
ity (of the available reactive power resources such as generators, CBs and FACTS
3Regarding voltage control, the more RPR means the more voltage-secure system.
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Figure 1.4: Different voltage control regimes associated with different operating states
devices) that the system can provide (to produce/absorb reactive power) when a
disturbance occur that influences the voltage profile. Fast countermeasures to re-
act against rapid short-term voltage variations include adjustment of voltage set-
points of generators, synchronous condensers (SCs), SVCs, automatic (thyristor-
controlled) CBs, and ultimately (fast) load shedding. The voltage support provided
by generators are commonly preferred to CBs. This is thanks to the much faster re-
sponse time of the generators’ AVRs (electric (and not mechanical) control of the
field current), more accurate response (feedback setpoint tracking of AVRs), and
larger reactive capability range of the generators. More importantly, unlike CBs,4
the reactive support of generators does not lose effectiveness at low voltages.
On the other hand, the long-term voltage instabilities, traditionally, are tackled
by several control actions such as manual switching of (mechanically switched)
CBs, generation rescheduling, (emergency/modified) LTC controls and undervolt-
age load shedding. In this thesis, based on the time scale of interest for designing
the coordinating model-based voltage controller, only the action of LTCs are con-
sidered as the available control. However, the proposed control approach can be
easily extended to accommodate other existing discrete controls such as automatic
CB switching and load shedding, without loss of generality.
4The reactive power that a CB can produce is proportional to square of the voltage (Q = V
2
Xc
).
Thus their reactive support quadratically drop during low voltage conditions, losing effectiveness.
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1.1.3.5 Hierarchical voltage control
The voltage control in electrical power system is commonly achieved in a hier-
archical fashion, with typically three layers of control, namely Primary Voltage
Control (PVC), Secondary Voltage Control (SVC) and Tertiary Voltage Control
(TVC), as shown in Fig. 1.5. These three control loops operate at different system
levels, and with different time scale of response. Furthermore, the geographical
area covered by these control layers are also different, as the PVC operates only
on the local particular (generator) bus, the SVC on the zonal/regional level (a set
of buses), and the TVC on the global (national/international) system level [11–13].
to its PVCs
TVC
SVCM
PVC1
SVC1
1
PVCN
1
Figure 1.5: A generic hierarchical voltage control structure
• The PVC layer is the lowest, most local, level in the control hierarchy which
directly acts on the physical components (mainly generator units), and has the
fastest time response of a fraction of a second. It immediately responds to the
local voltage deviations caused by, for example, load or generation changes, and
ensures that the voltages track (remain close to) their setpoint values chosen by as-
sociated higher-level secondary controller. The primary voltage controller is often
employed locally using only local measurements (as a simple feedback controller).
In other words, in order to guarantee a reliable operation, it does not rely on com-
munication and is thus expected to function even when communication fails. In
a conventional synchronous generator, typically an Automatic Voltage Regulator
(AVR) acts as the primary voltage controller by adjusting the generator field cur-
rent in order to control its terminal voltage. However, other fast-reacting control-
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lable devices such as SC or power electronic-based FACTS devices (such as Static
VAR Compensator (SVC) or Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)) can
also be used in the primary voltage control layer [14].
• The SVC layer is the next higher level which provides setpoints for the local
primary controllers within each zone, in order to mitigate longer term voltage de-
viations. In this layer, a pilot bus (not necessarily a generator bus) is selected for
each given geographical zone such that the voltage magnitude of the pilot bus rep-
resents the voltage profile over the entire corresponding zone. Then the secondary
controller utilizes the regional information from all participating (generator) buses
in order to control the voltage of the pilot bus. In other words, this control level
minimizes the average of all voltage deviations as measured by generation units
by attempting to shift voltage deviations towards zero after every possible change
of load or generation, and thus ensures the power quality. It operates on a slower
time scale in the order of a minute, leaving enough time for primary controller to
(possibly) reach its steady-state voltage values before the setpoints are updated.
• The TVC layer is the highest level in the control hierarchy and has the slowest
time response of tens of minutes. This single control layer solves a centralized op-
timization problem (an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) program), utilizing the global
information of the whole system, in order to calculate the optimal steady-state volt-
age setpoints for the pilot buses of the existing lower-level secondary controllers.
This improves the economical operation of the overall power system. The tertiary
voltage controller ultimately operates after the actions of the primary controllers
to ensure power reliability and the secondary controllers to improve power quality.
Note that the difference in the speed of response and the time scale over which
the aforementioned hierarchical control layers operate, makes it possible to clearly
decompose those three control loops.
The time response of the coordinated control, developed in this thesis, is in
the order of 10 s. This coordinating controller complements the conventional sec-
ondary voltage control, but does not deal with the economical operation of the
power systems, nor with fast local voltage control. The research reported in this
thesis does not take into account limited power flow in corridors, as this is strongly
related to the economical operation.
1.1.3.6 Steady-state and dynamic voltage instability analysis
From another perspective, the analysis of voltage instability can be also broadly
classified into two techniques, namely static (steady-state or load-flow) and dy-
namic (time-domain) analysis [15, 16].
Static analysis assumes constant frequency throughout the system, and that the
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system moves smoothly from one operating point to another, associated with small
and slow disturbances such as gradual load changes. Here, the power (load) flow
equations, derived from Kirchhoff’s law, are employed to investigate the existence
of new equilibrium points of a given power system, following a large number of
post-contingency scenarios. Therefore, the new equilibrium points, if any, are re-
vealed, and the factors influencing voltage profile are identified. Consequently,
the system stability margins are evaluated using different “security indices” which
measure the proximity of an existing operating point to a bifurcation point at which
voltage instability occurs. The static voltage instability analysis is typically em-
ployed to investigate the voltage stability at any given instant of time. Here, the
system’s equations are often linearized around the pre-disturbance operating point
in order to get the qualitative picture of the system such as, at the given instant,
how stressed the system is, or how close the system is to the point of instability.
On the other hand, in order to fully analyze the system’s stability and getting
a clear/detailed picture of the response of the system, associated with large distur-
bances such as outage of generators or lines, the nonlinear dynamic performance
of the system has to be examined over a sufficiently long time interval after the
disturbance. Therefore, unlike the static analysis, the main concern of dynamic
analysis is not only the existence of a new stable post-disturbance equilibrium, but
also to investigate the ability of the system to reach this new equilibrium. Here ap-
propriate component models, with the required degree of accuracy at the expense
of simulation speed, are typically used, and the system is simulated over a suffi-
ciently long time interval after a large disturbance, in order to capture the possibly
complicated interactions among the slowly-acting devices influencing long-term
voltage instability.
The aim of this thesis is to design a dynamic real-time model-based coordi-
nating voltage control, and thus the dynamic aspect of the voltage instability phe-
nomenon is of primary interest. This dynamic analysis will be studied in the fol-
lowing chapters. However, in order to clearly distinguish between steady-state and
dynamic voltage control, § 1.2 briefly discusses the steady-state analysis of the
voltage instability.
1.2 Steady-state voltage stability analysis
The steady-state analysis is carried out for assessing the proximity of a given power
system to the point of voltage instability. Some widely-used conventional steady-
state methods are listed below, where each method employs a different “security
index” to measure the proximity to the voltage instability point.
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• PV curve: assesses the sensitivity of load bus voltage to variations in load
active power.
• VQ curve: assesses the sensitivity of load bus voltage to variations in (in-
jected) load reactive power.
• singularity-based method: uses the fact that power-flow Jacobian matrix be-
comes singular at the point of voltage instability.
The first two methods mentioned above, namely PV and VQ curves, are con-
cisely explained below.
1.2.1 PV curve
In this analysis, the proximity to voltage instability is measured as the distance
between the active power (in p.u.) at the operating point on the PV curve and
the limit (nose of the same curve), revealing the available amount of active power
margin before the point of voltage instability. For the simple 2-bus system shown
in Fig. 1.2, a family of curves, referred to as PV curves, is shown in Fig. 1.6, each
corresponding to a specific load power factor. Each curve is plotted by varying the
load in steps at a constant power factor, and calculating the load bus voltage for
that specific power factor.
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Figure 1.6: The PV curves
Assuming a constant power factor for load q = p tanφ, and substituting this
in inequality (1.7) determines the maximum deliverable value for p for each tanφ
(nose of each curve).
pmax =
√
(1 + tan2 φ)− tanφ
2
(1.10)
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1.2.2 VQ curve
In this analysis, the proximity to voltage instability is measured as the difference
between the reactive power (in p.u.) at the operating point on the VQ curve and
the limit (bottom of the same curve), revealing the available amount of reactive
power support (reserve). For the simple 2-bus system shown in Fig. 1.2, a family
of curves, referred to as VQ curves, is shown in Fig. 1.7, each corresponding to a
specific constant load active power p.
A VQ curve is a plot of voltage at a given test/critical bus against reactive power re-
serve at that bus. A fictitious SC, with zero active power production but unlimited
capability of reactive power generation, is connected to the test bus. The bus volt-
age is being smoothly varied and reactive power injection of the SC is recorded.
The operating point corresponding to the zero reactive power reserve represents
the situation with removed SC.
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1.3 Historical review of notable voltage instability
incidents
As mentioned before, the classification of the power system instability into ro-
tor angle, voltage and frequency analytically makes is convenient to identify the
dominant initiating cause of instability, and facilitates the development of appro-
priate controls to mitigate the problem. However, when a power system under-
goes system instability, there typically are several types of instabilities interact-
ing. For example voltage instability and rotor angle instability often go hand in
hand, meaning that unmitigated rotor angle instability may lead to voltage insta-
bility or vice versa [4, 17]. A blackout in the system, therefore, can occur either
due to voltage collapse (as a calamitous result of unmitigated voltage instabil-
ity), and/or due to frequency instability (caused by significant load/generation mis-
match). However, over the past 40 years, since the late 1970s, more than 30 major
blackouts worldwide were clearly attributed to voltage instability/collapse [18,19].
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Blackout
Affected
people
(Millions)
Average
duration
(Hours) Cause
30− 31/07/2012
India
710 up to
14
Excessive surging demand, par-
tially due to low monsoon rains that
reduced the capacity of hydroelec-
tric power, and forced many farm-
ers to turn to electric pumps to draw
water from underground to their
field, and also kept the temperature
higher, further increasing the usage
of air-conditioning units
10− 11/11/2009
Central, south
and southeastern
Brazil and all
Paraguay
87 4.5 Heavy rains and strong winds
caused short circuit in the 3 trans-
formers leading to loss of some
transmission lines
18/08/2005
Indonesia, Java &
Bali
100 6.5 Initial loss of one transmission line
and subsequent outage of the over-
all 8 units of power plants
14− 15/08/2003
North & north-
eastern USA
55 ≈ 18 Sequence of events initiated by a
software bug causing failure in the
alarm system of the control room,
followed by some human error
28/09/2003 Italy 55 ≈ 8 Initiated by tripping of a power line
between Italy and Switzerland dam-
aged by storm, followed by subse-
quent outage of two 400 kV power
lines between Italy and France
11/03/1999
South & south-
eastern Brazil
97 ≈ 2 Lightning strike at a substation
causing most of the 440 kV circuits
to trip
09/11/1965
North & north-
eastern USA
30 up to
12
Initiated by human error prior to
blackout for incorrectly setting a
protection relay on one transmis-
sion line, followed by tripping of
the other lines
Table 1.2: Major Blackouts worldwide
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Among them, at least 13 voltage-related blackouts have happened in the USA. Ta-
ble 1.2 lists the largest and most wide-spread (not only voltage-related) blackouts,
in terms of number of affected people, throughout the world, summarizing the
cause and average duration of the disruption [20]. In particular, long-term voltage
instability was the direct cause of the blackouts in the USA (13 − 14/08/2003),
Italy (28/09/2003), Eastern Denmark and Southern Sweden (23/09/2003), Japan
(23/07/1987), and Belgium (04/08/1982).
Talking about Europe, it is noteworthy to mention that the Europe’s interconnected
power grid experienced a serious incident on November 2006. This incident origi-
nated from Northern Germany, where a overhead high voltage 380 kV transmission
line had to be tripped to allow a ship to pass safely underneath. This routine trip-
ping led to overloading of the other lines, and eventually the Union for the Coor-
dination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) network splitted into three islands
operating with different frequencies. The final report released by UCTE, recently
renamed to ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity), the coordinator of 41 TSOs in 34 European countries, identifies three
main causes for this incident. Among which is poor inter-TSO coordination as
the other European TSOs did not receive information on the control actions taken
by German TSO E.ON Netz. However, thanks to the adequate performance of
the automatic countermeasures in each individual TSO as well as additional quick
manual actions by TSOs, a total blackout across the whole of Europe could be
avoided, during that incident [21].
The societal costs and financial losses caused by those massive blackouts, and
their impact on the society are believed to be significantly huge. For example, the
economic cost of the August 2003 USA blackout is estimated to be in the range of
$(6− 10) billions [1].
Accordingly, voltage control aiming at developing a design methodology to avoid
voltage collapse, has become an active research topic, over the past few years, for
power system researchers and planners.
1.4 Research motivation
The main research motivation (and thus the corresponding final contribution) of
this thesis is twofold, as discussed in § 1.4.1 and § 1.4.2:
1.4.1 Hybrid modeling framework
Modeling and simulation of increasingly complex power systems is becoming
more important for design, implementation and validation of on-line management
of power systems.
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Traditional special-purpose tools e.g. PSCAD/EMTDC as well as general-
purpose block-oriented tools e.g. Matlab/Simulink, for modeling and simulation
of power systems are computationally very efficient and reasonably user-friendly,
but their closed architecture makes them very time-consuming and often practi-
cally impossible to examine or modify the encapsulated component models [22].
Dealing with physical systems (e.g. power systems) which are typically composed
of many different components, the models of components should be as close as
possible to the corresponding physical subsystems that make up the overall system.
Causal modeling aims at representing each component with a single input-output
block, and thus requires the underlying describing equations as an explicit input-
output state-space form. This demands a huge amount of manual effort, or is of-
ten practically impossible when dealing with complicated compositional systems.
Therefore, the actual topology of the physical system cannot always be reflected
through block-diagram structure as some components cannot be represented as an
individual block, inevitably being combined into the model of other components.
As a consequence, the proper understanding of the interaction between compo-
nents, each or some represented by one block, becomes very difficult [23]. Causal
modeling is a fundamental limitation of block-oriented tools in which the blocks
must have a unidirectional data flow from inputs to outputs. This is the reason why
some components cannot be dealt with directly and if it is attempted to simulate
the basic equations directly, there will be a loop which only contains algebraic
equations. The latter is a well-known drawback of Matlab/Simulink which is not
always able to handle the algebraic loops [24].
In order to overcome the above-mentioned drawback, general-purpose object-orien-
ted tools have been proposed which are based on acausal modeling.
Particularly, speaking of power systems, beside the continuous dynamics which
mostly arise from the physical laws at the system level, various discrete events
may also occur in the system. The discrete events may be due to the operation of
some equipment with logical controllers such as LTCs or Capacitor Banks (CBs),
or may be in the form of thresholds influencing continuous dynamics reached by
some devices such as OXL, or due to the faults (and thus the operation of the pro-
tection devices such as relays and switchgears). The introduction of these discrete
events into continuous dynamics of a power system often involves an intrinsic
strong coupling between those two dynamics, meaning that a power system rep-
resents a complicated nonlinear hybrid behavior. This occurs for example during
voltage collapse phenomena when several discrete devices (either controllers or
thresholds) switch on and off as a reaction to local measurements of currents and
voltages that are influenced by local and global continuous dynamics of the sys-
tem, and by the state of discrete devices [7].
On the other hand, according to the literature as illustrated in § 1.3, many volt-
age collapse incidents, over the past decades, have been caused by uncoordinated
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interactions of local controllers following a major disturbance in electric power
system operating closer and closer to their safety limits [2]. The first step in order
to devise a model-based real-time coordinated voltage control, is to develop an
appropriate much-faster-than-real-time simulator capable of effectively capturing
those complicated interactions. Obviously the simulation speed is almost always
compromised with the required accuracy.
To this end, this thesis proposes an efficient hybrid compositional framework
for modeling and simulation of the power systems, which is very suitable for de-
signing an on-line real-time voltage control. The proposed hybrid framework uses
Modelica as a general-purpose object-oriented language. This modeling frame-
work has been tested on different test systems. Simulation results show that the in-
teraction between continuous dynamics of the power system and hybrid automata
representing the discrete logical controllers and also nonlinear behavior of load
dynamics can easily be studied in the proposed framework. On the other hand, the
simulator is sufficiently fast to evaluate a model-based predictive control coordina-
tion strategy, serving as a real-time countermeasure to arrest voltage collapse [25].
1.4.2 Real-time communication-based voltage controller
Most existing control schemes against voltage collapse are rule-based, often using
only local measurements. Their control actions are selected according to heuristic
rules based on past experience of operators. However a power system normally is
a very complex large-scale nonlinear hybrid system, and its operating conditions
change as the system evolves in time.
Furthermore, as mentioned before, the deregulation, liberalization and globaliza-
tion of the electrical power systems, on the one hand, and the larger and less pre-
dictable power flows due to the increased use of renewable energy recourses, on
the other hand, have led to partitioning the traditional power systems into multiple
areas each operated by an independent TSO acting on one/several control agents
(CAs)5 [13,26]. The voltage and current values at boundary buses of the neighbor-
ing areas, and hence the flow of active and reactive powers over the corresponding
interconnecting tie-lines depend on the control actions taken by those neighboring
CAs (and indirectly by the neighbors of their neighbors). However CAs in practice
only have accurate knowledge about their own local model but limited informa-
tion about the neighboring areas, and may only observe active/reactive power flow
and/or the voltage profile at interconnections. Thus, in the current practice, ev-
ery CA takes some rule-based control actions locally according to heuristic rules
based on the past experience of operators, often relying on local measurements
only. However, due to the complex nonlinear hybrid nature of the geographically
5Note that although CAs are not necessarily the same as TSOs, and several CAs may be oper-
ated by a single TSO, however, hereafter throughout in this thesis, we assume that TSO and CA are
interchangeable terms.
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wide-spread large-scale multi-area power systems, the rule-based local control ac-
tions taken by one CA, as a result of a local disturbance, firstly may lead to an
inefficient use of the grid and the controllers, and secondly a sequence of further
undesirable perturbations and control actions might be triggered in the neighbor-
ing areas. Eventually, global complicated interactions may lead to collapse of the
whole interacting power system [27].
Hence specifying some particular ad-hoc fixed rules in advance for each CA,
using only local information and local anticipation, without taking coordination
with neighboring CAs into account will not account for nonlinear interactions in-
fluencing the future behavior of the power system. These uncoordinated control
actions, ignoring the influence of the control actions taken by the neighboring CAs,
may endanger the power systems’ security increasing the risk of unstable loops in
the network of interacting controlled components (which for example can cause a
blackout) [28,29]. Rule-based approaches are simple to design and implement, be-
cause the local information need not be communicated, but may not be applicable
to systems with very complicated interactions.
In order to avoid such a collapse in large-scale multi-area power systems,
there is a need for designing a real-time model-based system-wide coordinating
feedback controller capable of properly coordinating local control actions taken
by each independent CA, and accounting for nonlinear evolution of the system.
Model-based approaches, obviously, require a lot of effort to design and imple-
ment, but have the potential to avoid voltage collapse under more severe condi-
tions.
The commercial availability of the synchronized on-line real-time wide-area
phasor measurement units and resilient high-speed communication, as well as the
development of fast computation techniques are some enabling technologies to
justify the design of such a model-based wide-area coordinating controller at the
current time.
One of the most successful classes of closed-loop Model-based schemes is
the Predictive Control paradigm (MPC), also called receding/moving horizon con-
trol. MPC relies on an estimate of the current system states at discrete time in-
stant tk = k ∗ Tc and an explicit model of the system in order to predict the fu-
ture output behavior via simulation over a finite window [tk, . . . , tk+H ], for a set
U of allowable control sequences u = {u(tk), u(tk+1), . . . , u(tk+N−1)}, where
u ∈ U , 0 < N ≤ H . The corresponding performance criterion is calculated in
each time instant tk. This allows selection of the best sequence u∗ at that time tk.
The first element u∗(tk) of the selected best sequence u∗ at time tk is then im-
plemented at the present time instant tk. All these calculations are repeated, using
new observations, at the next time instant tk+1, each time predicting performance
over a shifted window with the size of H ∗ Tc [30–38].
To this end, this thesis, using a nonlinear hybrid model of the system, proposes
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a coordination paradigm for long-term voltage control of large-scale multi-area
power systems, by properly coordinating local control actions, taken by many
communicating CAs. The proposed control scheme is inspired by distributed
model predictive control (DMPC), and relies on the communication of planned
local control actions among neighboring CAs, each possibly operated by an inde-
pendent TSO. Each CA knows a local model of its own area as well as reduced-
order Quasi Steady-State (QSS) models of its immediate neighboring areas, as-
suming simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas. Local decisions are
taken by using only local measurements including flow of power/current along
interconnecting lines between areas, and the latest selected control sequences re-
ceived from the neighboring CAs, by solving a greedy local optimization, taking
only local constraints into account, over a finite window in time. The planned local
control sequence is then communicated to the immediate neighboring CAs to be
taken into account in their next optimization iteration.
The limited amount of exchanged information on the future control actions makes
the approach more robust against communication failures. Furthermore, the fact of
not requiring the complete and detailed knowledge of the overall system’s model,
provides enough robustness against lack of some system information.
The good performance of the proposed real-time model-based feedback coordi-
nating controller, following major disturbances, is illustrated in this thesis using
time-domain simulation of several test systems, among which is the well-known
realistic Nordic32 test system, assuming worst case conditions [39, 40].
1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized in the following chapters:
Chapter 1: Introduction
This introductory chapter briefly discusses the general power system stability prob-
lem by classifying it into rotor, frequency and voltage stability problems. The volt-
age instability problem, as the main focus of this thesis, is then further elaborated
from several perspectives. Short/long term voltage instability in normal/emer-
gency states, hierarchical structure of the voltage control, and finally the steady-
state and dynamic nature of the voltage control is discussed in more details. Re-
search motivation is also provided, which highlights the need for a distributed
communication-based model predictive control (DCMPC), the main contributions
of the thesis. The remainder of the chapter outlines the content of the thesis, and
lists the publications resulting from this research.
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Chapter 2: Modeling and simulation
This chapter proposes an efficient hybrid framework for modeling and simulation
of power systems, towards the ultimate goal of designing a well-performing real-
time coordinating voltage control. Modelica R©, a general-purpose object-oriented
language, is then introduced in order to build a fast simulator, and its two main
features which makes it very suitable for study of voltage instability problem are
discussed. Next, hybrid automata are defined in order to deal with the hybrid
behavior of the power system, and to effectively capture interactions between con-
tinuous and discrete state variables. Using this hybrid framework, the model of the
most relevant components to long-term voltage instability such as synchronous
generator, LTC and load are then provided.
Chapter 3: The need for coordination
This chapter, employing a 12-bus meshed test system, illustrates the need for volt-
age coordination in electrical power systems, and demonstrates how local control
actions in one CA may initiate other, possibly undesirable, control actions in the
neighboring CAs. Next, this chapter considers two test systems to study the mech-
anisms involved in voltage instability. Simulation results are then provided, illus-
trating that, based on the proposed hybrid framework in chapter 2, and a proper co-
ordination among different control actions, the system voltages can be effectively
stabilized in circumstances where uncoordinated control actions leads to a final
collapse. The coordination, in this chapter, is achieved by a manual, heuristic de-
sign approach, in a trial and error fashion, by carrying out many simulations. Next,
the main trends in development of coordination schemes in electrical power net-
works are discussed and compared. The basic characteristics and also fundamental
limitations of each scheme are briefly presented. Finally, the use of communica-
tion will be explained, and the problem of obtaining abstraction for component
models will be discussed.
Chapter 4: Distributed neighbor-to-neighbor coordination control
This chapter proposes a coordination paradigm for properly coordinating local
control actions, taken by many interacting CAs, in order to maintain multi-area
power system voltages within acceptable bounds. The proposed control scheme
is inspired by distributed model predictive control, and relies on communication
among neighboring CAs. Initially, the main MPC approaches namely decentral-
ized, centralized and distributed MPC to be applied in electrical power systems,
are reviewed. Then, the basic assumptions about the voltage control problem and
the modeling framework will be described. The principle of the proposed coor-
dination scheme, the mathematical formulation of the control problem, and the
underlying optimization algorithm will be finally discussed.
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Chapter 5: Simulation Results
This chapter represents the time-domain simulation results on two test systems,
in order for illustrating the good performances of the coordination scheme devel-
oped in chapter 4 by using the hybrid framework developed in chapter 2. The ABB
3-area 12-bus is the first reasonably-sized network, where for simulations we as-
sumed that each CA knows the model of the entire network. The Nordic32 is the
second test system, where for simulations each CA knows a local model of its own
area, as well as reduced-order QSS models of its immediate neighboring areas, and
assumes a simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas. Simulation results
show that for both test systems, under limiting conditions for ABB 3-area 12-bus
, and more generally for the Nordic32 , the proposed DCMPC strategy can stabi-
lize the system in cases when a completely decentralized deadband strategy, or a
decentralized uncoordinated MPC approach, without any communications, leads
to collapse. Simulation results illustrate that the significant improvement obtained
when applying the proposed DCMPC approach, is thanks to both concepts of “an-
ticipation” and “coordination”. Moreover, the robustness of the method against
the noise (randomly changing load powers) and against the unmodeled dynamics
(wrong parameters from the neighbors) has been illustrated.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and future work
This chapter provides the general conclusions and recommendations for further
work on the topic.
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Modeling and simulation
2.1 Introduction
Modeling is normally the first interdisciplinary step to study a physical system,
and to analyze its dynamic response to various disturbances. This often requires
physical insights, hypotheses and simplifications in order to derive the appropriate
mathematical equations to describe the system. The computer simulation is then
employed to solve the set of derived equations either in a closed form or numeri-
cally, illustrating the dynamic performance of the system [41–43].
Towards the ultimate goal of the thesis to design a well-performing system-wide
model-based coordinating voltage controller, providing an efficient modeling and
simulation framework is essential. The proposed framework is needed to effec-
tively capture the continuous and discrete dynamics of interest with sufficient ac-
curacy for complicated networks of components, and to anticipate on the effect of
control decisions that are planned.
2.2 Modelica R© and Dymola
Modelica R© is a free of charge non-proprietary and general-purpose object-oriented
equation-based language, that has been designed to allow the development of tools
to generate very efficient codes for modeling of compositional physical systems.1
1Modelica also contains an open-source standard library of component models in many different
physical domains.
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The modeling effort and complexity is considerably reduced in Modelica since the
model of components can be reused, avoiding tedious and error-prone manual ma-
nipulations [24].
There exist several free as well as commercial tools based on the Modelica lan-
guage e.g. OpenModelica from OSMC, MathModelica by MathCore, Simula-
tionX by ITI, MapleSim by MapleSoft and Dymola by Dassault systems/Dynasim
[44].
Dymola, Dynamic Modeling Laboratory, is a powerful commercial simulation
environment with the ability of dealing with huge systems described by more than
hundred thousand equations. The Modelica translator of Dymola serves to symbol-
ically translate the Modelica equations generating C-code for simulation. Graph
theory is used to identify the variables to be solved for in each equation and to find
the minimal set of equations. The generated C-code can, via its convenient inter-
faces, be transformed into a Matlab/Simulink S-function C-mex file which can be
simulated in Matlab/Simulink as an input/output block [23].
Modelica has two very important features which make it very suitable for model-
ing and simulation of power systems. These features are detailed below.
2.2.1 Acausal modeling
In order to derive reusable models of the components of a system, the underly-
ing mathematical equations should be stated in a neutral form without consider-
ing a computational order, meaning that no input/output port necessarily has to
be assigned a priori to the model’s terminals [22, 24]. Speaking of power sys-
tems, causality may not be generally assigned, because an explicit input-output
state-space set of equations is required to represent the corresponding causal block
model [33]. Often several manual rewritings, including differentiation, are re-
quired to transform the equations into this form. The need for manual transforma-
tions implies that it is cumbersome to build modeling libraries for physical systems
using the causal block-based tools like Matlab/Simulink.
Furthermore, it is often the case that causal modeling creates algebraic loops. They
occur, for example in Matlab/Simulink, when an input port with direct feedthrough
is driven by the output port of the same block, either directly, or by a feedback
path through other blocks which have direct feedthrough. Matlab/Simulink built-
in solvers try to efficiently detect such algebraic loops, and to find analytic solu-
tions by sophisticated iterative algorithms. However the detection of (un)breakable
loops cannot always be guaranteed. Manual efforts to resolve the situation include,
for example the use of an Initial Condition block, or adding a small delay block
(depending on the time scale of the dynamics) at the risk of adding unnecessary
dynamics, and often require considerable modeling intuition.
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Note that these algebraic loops often, and also in the long-term voltage instabil-
ity analysis under consideration in this thesis, result from replacing fast dynamics
by algebraic steady-state equations. However, other studies e.g. electro-magnetic
transient studies may contain no algebraic loops at all.2
To resolve this drawback, acausal modeling tools have been proposed. The main
aim of acausal modeling is to relax the causality constraint, by focusing only on
the individual components, and on the way these components are connected to
each other (i.e. the topology of the system) [45,46]. Modelica effectively supports
acausal modeling. The fundamental difference in the form of the dynamic equa-
tions required in the block-oriented and object-oriented tools is shown in Table 2.1.
Block-oriented Object-oriented
x˙ = f(x, u)
y = g(x, u) f(x˙, x, u, y) = 0
Table 2.1: Block-oriented versus object-oriented tools
2.2.2 Hybrid modeling
The behavior of power systems, as mentioned before, is characterized by the com-
plex interactions between continuous dynamics of the system and the discrete
events, i.e. a power systems exhibits complex hybrid behavior. The model of
a typical power system is conveniently expressed by the following set of mixed
discrete-event continuous differential-algebraic equations:
f(x˙(t), x(t), z(t), y(t)) = 0 (2.1a)
z(T+e ) = Z(x(T
−
e ), z(T
−
e ), y(T
−
e ), u(T
−
e )) (2.1b)
z(t) = z(T+e ), Te ≤ t < Te+1
g(x(t), z(t), y(t)) = 0 (2.1c)
where x denotes dynamic continuous state variables of the synchronous genera-
tors, AVRs, OXLs and load dynamics, z the discrete-event state variables typically
arising from discrete control logic such as thresholds reached by OXLs, LTC tap
positions, switched CBs and disturbances, Te the time at which a discrete event e
occurs, T−e = lim
→0
Te− the pre-event time, T+e = lim
→0
Te+ the post-event time,
y the local algebraic state variables e.g. network voltages and currents in the load
flow equations, u the discrete control inputs. The functions f , Z and g represent
2Transient studies deal for example with high-frequency impulsive overcurrent/overvoltage surges
induced by switching operations (opening/closing a switch/circuit breaker) and/or lightning strokes
using the theory of traveling wave, in the time scale of 1 µs – 1 ms.
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the continuous differential equations, discrete-event dynamics and algebraic con-
straints, respectively.
Modelica provides algorithms for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
and differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) that describe mathematically the con-
tinuous time components’ model. It also supports several formalisms e.g. hybrid
automata for modeling the evolution of the times when events occur.
2.3 Hybrid automaton (HA)
An HA is a dynamical system describing the time evolution of a system involving
the interaction of both continuous and discrete state variables. An HA, as shown
in Fig. 2.1, typically consists of several discrete modes, each mode represented by
one discrete state variable, in which different continuous dynamics are followed
as long as the corresponding invariants of the mode are satisfied. As soon as a
transition guard is activated, based on violation of invariants (forcing condition)
or fulfilling some enabling conditions on continuous state variables (enabling con-
dition), or due to external events (e.g. a fault that can occur at any time like a
lightning strike), the system switches to another discrete mode, possibly resetting
some continuous state variables [47].
The HA representation of an LTC in a distributed control fashion SLTC−C in
Fig. 2.5, is an example where an external control action, in this case u, enables
discrete mode changes.
Various formal definitions for HA in different research communities have been
proposed so far [7]. The following definition has been adopted from [48].
An HA H is a 9-ple:
H = [Q,X,W, fq, Init, Inv,E,G,R]
where
• Q = {q1, q2, . . . } is the set of all admissible discrete modes q.
• X ⊆ Rn is the set of continuous state variables x.
• W ⊆ Rm+p is the set of external variables ω = [u y] appending input variables
u ∈ U ⊆ Rm and output algebraic variables y ∈ Y ⊆ Rp.
• fq(x, x˙, ω) : X ×X ×W −→ Rn represents the DAEs.
• Init ⊆ Q×X is the set of all admissible initial states (q, x).
• Inv(q) : Q −→ 2X is the invariant set in mode q ∈ Q.
• E ⊆ Q×Q is the set of events e.
• G : E −→ 2X is the set of guard conditions.
• R(e, x, x˙, ω) : E ×X ×X ×W −→ 2X is the reset map.
where 2X denotes the set of all possible subsets of X .
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For example the HA of Fig. 2.1 operates as follows, defining the possible evo-
lutions for its hybrid states (q, x) ∈ (Q,X). It starts in the initial state (q1, x0) ∈
Init, where the corresponding dynamics represented by the DAE fq1(x, x˙, ω;x(0) =
x0) = 0 is followed as long as x ∈ Inv(q1). As soon as the guard condition
∆ ∈ G(q1, q2) is fulfilled, the event e = (q1, q2) ∈ E occurs. This resets x to
x´ ∈ R(e, x, x˙, ω), making a transition to state (q2, x) where the corresponding
dynamics fq2(x, x˙, ω) = 0 is followed as long as x ∈ Inv(q2), and so on.
In order to clearly describe the relation between the hybrid model of the system
represented by equations (2.1a)-(2.1c), and the definition of an HA by the 9-ple
above, one should notice that:
Assuming z(T−e ) = q1 and (q1, q2) ∈ E, then z(T+e ) = q2 is possible (thus the
event set E defines function Z), also f(., ., z, .) = fq(., ., .), and the algebraic
function g is defined by reset map R which simply assigns new values to some
continuous state variables.
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Figure 2.1: A simple hybrid automaton
2.4 Hybrid automaton component models for power
system
In order to develop a sufficiently fast simulator, a power system is advantageously
considered as a composition (or network) of interacting hybrid dynamical system
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components. The formal HA modeling paradigm is then employed to model the
underlying mixed continuous and discrete-event dynamics of the physical compo-
nents. Every individual component is represented by an HA (or parallel composi-
tion of several HAs), where the continuous dynamics are expressed by DAEs, and
discrete events are represented by the set of events of that HA (set E in § 2.3),
using Modelica. The basic component models are briefly explained below.
2.4.1 ∞-bus
By definition, an infinite bus refers to an infinitely strong rigid network with volt-
age and frequency unchanged under any load condition. Here it will be modeled
as an ideal voltage source.
2.4.2 Transmisson line
Transmission lines are often modeled as pi-equivalent circuits but here for simplic-
ity they will be modeled as series impedances. They are considered more inductive
in transmission networks but more resistive in distribution networks.
2.4.3 Capacitor bank (CB)
A CB typically consists of a group of several identical capacitors, connected in
parallel or in series with one another, which are switched on/off in steps. Auto-
matic or manual switching of CBs can locally support the voltage in a connected
bus, but also may cause some low/medium frequency oscillatory transients that
affect power quality for nearby loads. Each switching step of a CB corresponds to
the injection of some reactive power which is quadratically dependent on the volt-
age. This actually degrades the effectiveness of the CBs during voltage instability
scenarios as it provides less reactive power support at low voltages [14].
2.4.4 Synchronous generator equipped with AVR and OXL
Synchronous generators are the primary source of active power and one of the
main sources/sinks of reactive power in electrical power systems. Therefore, they
are, to a great extent, responsible for maintaining a good voltage profile across a
power system. The AVR controls the field current ifd, which is proportional to
field voltage Efd in p.u., to keep the terminal voltage of the synchronous generator
V close to the desired setpoint V0.
It is also standard practice for excitation systems to include an over excitation
limit function to suppress the generator field current when the temperature of the
field winding exceeds an allowable level [49]. The OXL protects the field winding
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Figure 2.2: SOXL: An HA representation of an OXL with inverse-time delay Sa and
integral action Sb
from overheating when the generator is requested to provide too much field cur-
rent [6]. This often occurs during voltage collapse incidents when generators are
forced to produce some excessive reactive power beyond their capability. The OXL
allows the full range of reactive power capability of a generators to be utilized, by
keeping ifd as close as possible to the limit ifd(lim) which is slightly larger than
the permanent admissible field current. The OXL activation has a direct effect on
voltage support provided by the generator, and thus its analysis is very important
for enhancing voltage stability of a power system.
The HA representation of an integral-type OXL SOXL, as a discrete-event part
of the synchronous generator model, is shown in Fig. 2.2.
SOXL implements a simple integral action with inverse-time characteristic to model
OXL [25], and is composed of two synchronously executing machines Sa and Sb
i.e. SOXL = Sa‖Sb. Sa and Sb implement inverse-time delay, and limit enforce-
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ment by integral action respectively. If the generator field current ifd, which is
proportional to Efd in p.u., exceeds the limit ifd(lim), the OXL intermediate state
variable xt starts increasing (approximately representing temperature increase in
the field winding), and as soon as it becomes positive, the error integration initial-
izes and produces an xoxl signal that is subtracted from the AVR inputs causing
ifd to decrease.
Note that Armature Current Limiter (ACL) is also sometimes included in the
excitation system of the generators (by providing an additional ACL feedback sig-
nal to the AVR inputs). The ACL, similar to OXL, prevents excessive current in
the armature winding and thus protects it from overheating. However, the ACL is
not primarily concerned in voltage control thanks to the larger thermal capability
of the armature windings. Therefore, in this thesis a very simple fixed-current-
pickup-value Iarm(lim) (no deadband around Iarm(lim)) with fixed-time-delay Tarm
(no inverse-time characteristic) is employed to model the ACL.
The HA representation of this ACL SACL, as another discrete-event part of the
synchronous generator model, is shown in Fig. 2.3.
SACL consists of three simple discrete modes namely ok, wait and limited. If the
generator armature current Iarm exceeds the limit Iarm(lim) for longer than Tarm,
the ACL becomes activated. This produces a feedback signal to be subtracted from
the AVR main summing point that reduces the AVR voltage setpoint V0 lowering
the reactive power production of the generator.
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Figure 2.3: SACL: An HA representation of a simple ACL with fixed Iarm(lim) and fixed
Tarm
For the long-term voltage control studies, a 5rd order synchronous genera-
tor model (including AVR and OXL dynamics) can be employed, neglecting sub-
transients [6, 16]. By way of summary, the continuous part of this model is repre-
sented below:
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x˙ =

∆ω
1
2H (Pm − Pe −D∆ω)
−E′q+Efd−(Xd−X′d)Id
T ′do
ki(E
′
q + (Xd −X ′d)Id − Efd(lim))
−Efd+G(V0−V−xoxl)
T

(2.2)
where x = (δ ∆ω E′q xoxl Efd)
T .
In the formulation above, the AVR is represented by the simple first-order transfer
function with anti-windup limits on the field voltage, G being the steady-state
open-loop gain of the AVR and T its time constant.
Note that since the overall system is assumed to successfully perform fre-
quency regulation through a single slack bus, no governor system is considered
in the model of the generator.
Under the control of
AVR
G(V0 − V ) = V
4+V 2QXd+V
2QXq+Q
2XdXq+P
2XdXq
V
√
V 4+P 2X2q+Q
2X2q+2V
2QXq
Under the control of
OXL
Efd(lim) =
V 4+V 2QXd+V
2QXq+Q
2XdXq+P
2XdXq
V
√
V 4+P 2X2q+Q
2X2q+2V
2QXq
Under the control of
armature current lim-
iter
Q =
√
(V Iarm(lim))2 − P 2
Table 2.2: Different steady-state operating conditions of generator for voltage control
The voltage collapse in power systems is often a relatively slow phenomenon-
from several seconds to several minutes- and the long-term dynamics of interest
thus can be advantageously captured by the well-known QSS approximation, as-
suming that short-term fast dynamics are infinitely fast and can be represented by
their algebraic equilibrium equations instead of by their full dynamics [50]. QSS
simulation allows obtaining much faster-than-real time simulators for reasonably
sized systems.
Under steady-state operation, and for constant active power P , equation (2.3) de-
scribes the possible combinations of values of V and Q achievable for a typical
unsaturated round-rotor generator with the field voltage Efd:
Efd =
V 4 + V 2QXd + V
2QXq +Q
2XdXq + P
2XdXq
V
√
V 4 + P 2X2q +Q
2X2q + 2V
2QXq
(2.3)
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According to the well-known so-called VQ characteristic of a typical synchronous
generator equipped with AVR, for any given active power (i.e. constant P ), the
over excitation limit and armature limit specify different operating conditions for
voltage control.
In normal mode of operation, AVR controls the reactive power generation and
maintains the terminal voltage (PV mode; constant terminal voltage).
For heavy load condition, the maximum reactive power generation limit may be
reached, and from there on the generator terminal voltage is no longer controlled,
but the machine will operate under OXL control (PQ mode; constant reactive
power generation).
If the voltage degradation still persists, the armature limit may be reached and, as
a result, the reactive power generation will be drastically reduced [6].
Different equations describing steady-state VQ characteristic of a synchronous
generator is given in Table 2.2.
The discrete-event transition among these different operating modes of syn-
chronous generator and the resulting interaction with its continuous nonlinear dy-
namics is being captured by concurrently running the underlying hybrid automata.
2.4.5 LTC
Among the available countermeasures against the long-term voltage instability in
electrical power systems, LTC controls, as (one of) the most likely driving mech-
anisms for voltage control but also as a possible cause of voltage collapse in the
long-term, is of special interest for the analysis presented in this thesis.
LTCs are slowly acting discrete devices. Under traditional deadband control of
LTC, the transformer ratio r is changed by one step at a time if the voltage er-
ror ∆V at the designated side of the transformer (usually the distribution side)
remains outside a deadband DB around a reference voltage Vref longer than a
specified time delay Td [6,31]. The tap position n is then changed after a mechan-
ical time delay Tm in order to control the voltage of the connected bus.
In addition to the standard deadband logic for the operation of LTCs in the nor-
mal control mode, some other control logics are often added as so to enable LTCs
to more effectively contribute to the long-term voltage control in the emergency
control mode. Most existing emergency/modified LTC control strategies are im-
plemented in the following ways [51], where only local voltage measurements
determine the actions, without coordination with other LTCs, and without antici-
pation of saturation of OXLs:
• Blocking: fixing tap positions at their current positions.
• Locking: moving to a specific tap position, and then blocking at this tap posi-
tion.
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• Reversing: changing the control logic to control the transmission side voltage
instead of the distribution side [52].
• Voltage setpoint reduction: lowering the reference voltage.
The common drawback of all those rule-based logics is that they all first require to
identify on which LTCs to act. This identification is not a trivial task as it can be
realized in many different ways. Furthermore, blocking and locking logics “kill”
the tap-changing functionality of LTCs (by simply changing them to fixed trans-
formers), ignoring all the voltage support contribution they can have for voltage
control. On the other hand, those local heuristic rules may not either suffice to
face all possible scenarios in a large and complex power system. Thus there is,
obviously, a need for automatic model-based coordination of LTCs. To the best
of our knowledge there has been relatively little attention paid to devising a truly
model-based anticipating and coordinating voltage control of LTCs.
In order to be able to design a model-based coordinating controller we need a
dynamical model of an LTC. Here the LTC for simplicity is modeled as an ideal
transformer with variable 1 : n tap ratio in series with a pure leakage reactance X .
Figures 2.4 resp. 2.5 show the HA representation of an LTC in the classical unco-
ordinated fashion SLTC−DB resp. in the distributed coordinating control fashion
SLTC−C (to be introduced later on in this thesis).
SLTC−DB includes three discrete modes, namely idle, count and action. SLTC−DB
remains in the discrete mode idle as long as the local voltage deviation ∆V is less
than a chosen deadband DB/2. This is a classical uncoordinated action. Upon
exceeding this limit, a timer c is initialized and a transition to the discrete mode
count occurs. Timer c runs until either it reaches the time delay Td causing another
transition to the discrete mode action, or until the voltage deviation ∆V becomes
less than the deadband DB/2 returning the HA back to the mode idle. In mode
action, the discrete state LTC tap position n is changed after the mechanical time
delay Tm, returning the HA back to the mode idle [53].
SLTC−C includes two discrete modes namely idle and action. SLTC−C remains in
the discrete mode idle until the corresponding CA requests, by an external signal,
an upward u = +1 or downward u = −1 tap change. This external control input
signal u can coordinate, and will be defined later on in chapter 4 of this thesis.
When u = ±1, a transition to the mode action occurs, returning the HA back to
the mode idle by changing discrete state LTC tap position n after Tdelay seconds
counted by a timer c, and updating the position n.
2.4.6 Load
Loads undoubtedly are one of the most important factors in voltage instability
which is often also referred to as load instability [6, 19]. Loads in practice are an
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Figure 2.5: SLTC−C: An HA representation of an LTC in the distributed operation fashion
aggregation of a large variety of many different individual load devices such as
induction motors, thermostatic loads and household loads, and thus are often rep-
resented in a generic aggregated model. This eliminates the unrealistic/impractical
need for identifying the voltage response of the individual loads.
Load models are traditionally classified into two broad categories namely static
models and dynamic models, associated with steady-state and dynamic voltage
instability analysis [54–56].
2.4.6.1 Static load models
The static load model is a set of algebraic equations to characterize the relation-
ship between bus voltage and active and reactive power absorbed by the load, when
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load voltage varies slowly. The consumed powers P,Q of static models are only a
function of the load bus voltage. This model does not reflect the dynamic behavior
of the load, and thus is mainly employed in steady-state load flow studies.
A common practice is to represent the voltage dependence of static loads in expo-
nential form as below [6, 54]:
P = P0(
V
V0
)α = P0V
α
pu (2.4)
Q = Q0(
V
V0
)β = Q0V
β
pu
whereP0 andQ0 are the active and reactive powers consumed at the reference volt-
age V0, and the exponents α and β represent the voltage dependence of the load.
Three particular types of load namely constant impedance (Z), constant current (I)
and constant power (P), are respectively obtained for values of α = β = 2, 1, 0.
The well-known ZIP load model is a special class of static load model which a
composite of these three types:
P = P0(aP (
V
V0
)2 + bP (
V
V0
) + cP ) = P0(aPV
2
pu + bPVpu + cP ) (2.5)
Q = Q0(aQ(
V
V0
)2 + bQ(
V
V0
) + cQ) = Q0(aQV
2
pu + bQVpu + cQ)
where the coefficients aP , bP , cP , aQ, bQ and cQ determine the shares of Z, I and
P loads, and satisfy aP + bP + cP = aQ + bQ + cQ = 1.
2.4.6.2 Dynamic load models
The dynamic load model includes differential equations in order to reflect the load
dynamics, the consumed powers P,Q being a function of both time and bus volt-
age. This model is mainly employed in dynamic voltage stability studies, when the
magnitude of the load voltage may vary over a large range, at the same time scale
as the voltage dynamics in other buses in the network. Field test results indicate
that the typical response of an aggregated load to a sudden step in load voltage
can be characterized by an instantaneous change in the load power demand (the
transient characteristic of the load), followed by a time span for the load to recover
to steady-state (recovery time constant) [57]. During this restoration process, the
dynamics of various load components (induction motors, thermostatic loads) and
control mechanisms (including LTCs) tend to restore load powers at least to a
certain extent. These characteristics are typically modeled by a so called generic
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dynamic self-restoring load model as below [6, 54]:
x˙P = −xP
TP
+ P0((
V
V0
)αs − ( V
V0
)αt) (2.6)
P = (1− k)(xP
TP
+ P0(
V
V0
)αt)
x˙Q = −xQ
TQ
+Q0((
V
V0
)βs − ( V
V0
)βt)
Q = (1− k)(xQ
TQ
+Q0(
V
V0
)βt)
where
P,Q : actual active resp. reactive power consumed by the load
P0, Q0 : nominal load powers consumption
V : actual load voltage
V0 : reference voltage
TP , TQ : active resp. reactive power recovery time constants
xP , xQ : continuous state variable of load dynamics
αs, βs : steady-state active resp. reactive power voltage dependency
αt, βt : transient active resp. reactive power voltage dependency
The scale factor of (1− k) on the load powers has been introduced to model load
shedding. No load shedding (full load) corresponds to k = 0, while complete load
shedding is given by k = 1.
In case of any voltage drop on the load bus following a disturbance, the load
restoration process will initially start responding with its transient characteristics,
and the instantaneous power consumed will drop instantaneously. Following this,
the load state variables xP and xQ will start to increase causing both actual active
and reactive power to recover to their steady-state characteristics. This process
will end when as soon as the steady-state characteristics are reached.
Note that the static load models (equations (2.4)) are just a special case of the
dynamic load models (equations (2.6)), taking TP = TQ = 0 (infinitely fast re-
sponse) and x˙P = x˙Q = 0 (no dynamics).
2.5 Conclusions
The two fundamental limitations of the block-oriented tools such Matlab/Simulink
are causal modeling and very high probability for the occurance of the algebraic
loops. Modelica is a free object-oriented equation-based language which allows
the development of simulation tools for modeling and simulation of the large-scale
compositional systems such as electrical power networks. Modelica effectively
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takes the hybrid nature of the power systems into account by allowing the compo-
sition of DAE components and DES/hybrid components.
In order to resolve the above-mentioned drawbacks of block-oriented simulation
tools like Matlab/Simulink, and also to effectively capture the complicated in-
teractions between continuous dynamics and discrete events in power systems,
this chapter has developed a much-faster-than-real-time simulator, using Model-
ica. The simulator easily allows the reuse of the components’ models, and imple-
mentation of the model-based predictive coordination control strategy.

3
The need for coordination
3.1 Introduction
The coordination of the control actions in a network of many interacting compo-
nents, where each component is controlled by an independent CA, is a very chal-
lenging problem. Indeed coordination seems to be inevitable in any network of
interacting components where a local perturbation can lead to global performance
degradation. Some examples are:
• voltage control in multi-area power systems
• traffic lights in an urban traffic network
• on-ramp metering in control of freeway traffic, taking overflow into neighboring
roads into account
• flood control, where controllable gates can regulate the flow of water
The case study of voltage control in large-scale multi-area power systems is an in-
teresting application for coordination control, as the poorly coordinated operation
of those areas (each operated by an independent TSO) may endanger the power
system security, for example, by increasing the risk of blackouts. In the case of
a simple and small interconnected power system, e.g. power systems consisting
of at most two areas, or in the conventional radial distribution networks with the
integration of distributed generation (DG) units, the coordination may be obtained
by heuristic ad-hoc schemes based on off-line assessment of utilities [6, 53]. As
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the size and heterogeneity of the network increases, or in the case of a complex
meshed structure, coordination can become a very challenging or even infeasible
problem. Local control actions in one area may have strong influence on the sys-
tem variables of its neighboring utilities initiating further, possibly undesirable,
control actions by those neighbors, leading to even more control actions in the lo-
cal component as well as in all its neighbors.
Designing a possible coordination strategy is a major challenge involving many
issues such as what information to communicate, how to avoid the need that each
area knows the global model, and last but not least the choice of abstraction level
of the models.
Coordination achieved in the control algorithm introduced in this thesis via ex-
changing messages on scheduled control actions among CAs, should be imple-
mented in such a way that each area has its own voltage regulator. This TSO-wise
coordinator determines the favorable combinations of control actions with respect
to the voltage profile of its own area i.e. to maintain the voltage profile at the sched-
uled level while maintaining the net tie-line active/reactive power interchange from
the given area at acceptable values.
The communication and information exchange must also be limited as electric-
ity utilities tend to preserve some prerogative of their own system operation, and
it may not be acceptable to reliably communicate all the necessary information
about operational conditions, scheduled active/reactive power generation pattern,
load demand, control actions, objective functions and constraints to neighbors.
Another challenge for TSOs is to approximate the dynamic model of their (possi-
bly) complex-structured neighboring utilities. Standard abstraction algorithms e.g.
The´venin theorem calculate exact equivalence, while advanced predictive model-
based control theory needs an approximated model. Obviously, the latter should be
capable of reflecting the changes occurring in the neighboring areas as a reaction
to the neighbor’s control actions (communicated), and as a reaction to their own
active/reactive power exchange with neighbors, but without requiring too much
computation and without being too sensitive to inaccurately known and changing
parameters of the approximated model of the neighbors.
To design a well-performing system-wide coordination control in large-scale multi-
area power system, the afore-mentioned important issues need to be carefully ad-
dressed. As far as we know, little attention has been paid on devising a truly model-
based coordinating feedback voltage control of complex interconnected power sys-
tems. This chapter is devoted to show the need of coordination for voltage control
in electrical power systems, and to explain the principles of the coordination con-
trol, addressing some of the above-mentioned challenging issues.
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3.2 Example illustrating the need for coordination
This example illustrates why coordination is necessary for voltage control in power
systems, and how different local control actions can trigger each other. The 12-
bus meshed test system, shown in Fig. 3.1, is adopted from [58]. LTCs 1, 2 and
3 respectively try to locally maintain the voltage of buses A,B and C within an
upper and lower bound [0.98, 1.02] p.u. by using deadband strategy modeled by
SLTC−DB in chapter 2. Two pairs of “bus voltage-LTC moves” namely (LTC 1,
Bus A) and (LTC 2, Bus B) are shown in Fig. 3.2, following the outage of two
parallel lines1 in the location F at t = 20 s . Following the fault, both LTCs,
after a delay of 10 s, try to restore the corresponding local voltages. As one can
see, the voltage of Bus A is already within its safety limit around t = 40 s, but
still one extra move around t = 82 s is observed. The reason is that the LTC 2
causes the voltage at Bus A to drop below its threshold, again causing LTC 1 to
activate its local deadband strategy. Thus, this extra move is indeed attributed to
the interaction between LTC 2 and Bus A (via LTC 3 and Bus C). A possible
coordination scheme should aim at avoiding these kinds of interactions among
local controllers.
1LTC ABus
BBus
CBus
2LTC
3LTC
Utility
F
2g
1g
3g
Figure 3.1: On-line diagram of a 12-bus power system
3.3 Trial and error coordination
In order to study the mechanisms involved in voltage instability, two case studies
are considered. The attempt is to illustrate that the proper coordination among
1The local deadband and fault are particularly chosen to illustrate the interaction among local con-
trollers.
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Figure 3.2: Bus voltages and the corresponding LTC actions
available control actions can stabilize system voltages in circumstances where un-
coordinated control actions lead to a final collapse.
The primary control objective is to stabilize all bus voltages within the interval
[0.9, 1.1] p.u. by applying different countermeasures against voltage instability.
The secondary objective is to minimize the amount of load to be shed by a prop-
erly coordinated voltage control.
The coordination, here in this chapter, is achieved by a manual, heuristic design
approach, in a trial and error fashion, by carrying out many simulations. However,
systematic search strategies, using the proposed Modelica simulation tool, will be
presented in the following chapters.
The simulation results also show that the developed hybrid simulator is much
faster-than-real-time, and can effectively capture the interactions between contin-
uous dynamics and discrete events.
3.3.1 Case study 1
The first case study [59], is a small 4-bus meshed power system, as shown in
Fig. 3.3. The system is composed of one slack bus∞, one generator G equipped
with OXL, an LTC, a capacitor bank C and a dynamic recovery load L connected
by 3 tie-lines l1, l2 and l3.
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To have an idea about time scale values involved in the simulations in this chapter,
note that T ′do = 8 s for the synchronous generators, T = 0.1 s for the AVRs,
Td+Tm = 30 s for LTCs and TP = TQ = 60 s for the loads have been considered.
3.3.1.1 Uncoordinated deadband control
The response of the system, following the tripping of only one circuit in l3 at
t = 100 s is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where a standard uncoordinated deadband con-
trol strategy modeled by SLTC−DB is applied. The bus voltages, LTC tap position,
generator field current and and xt and xoxl signals are shown in Fig. 3.4.
Instability occurs and the solver fails to solve the nonlinear equations of the sys-
tem at t = 262 s when simulation stops because the system becomes unstable,
leading to stopping the progress of simulation time due to unbounded (in practice
extremely large) values of derivatives of state variables.
Directly following the fault, bus voltages drop. After this point the system dynam-
ics is initially driven by the LTC trying to restore the distribution-side load voltage.
Further drop in voltages initiates the inverse-time mechanism of the OXL, known
as xt signal, at t = 179.2 s. This leads, after approximately 45 s, to the activation
of OXL at t = 225.8 s, and consequently the voltage support provided by gener-
ator G is withdrawn. The dynamic load restoration still deteriorates the voltage
decline, and the final collapse occurs at t = 262 s. Note that the generator field
currentEfd keeps rising up to the value 2.08 p.u., but activation of the integral-type
OXL forces it to Efd(lim) = 1.85 p.u. at t = 225.8 s.
l1
l2l3
G∞
LTC
L
C
Bus1 Bus2
Bus3
Bus4
Figure 3.3: Case study 1: one-line diagram of a 4-bus power system
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Figure 3.4: Case study 1: uncoordinated deadband control
3.3.1.2 CB switching
One CB, corresponding to 0.1 p.u. of reactive power support, is manually2 switched
on at t = 110 s to support the voltage at Bus3. This injects some additional reactive
power to the system, and thus the reactive power limit of generator G is reached
slightly later at t = 284.5 s. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the overall system response is
quite similar to the former scenario with some time shift. xt initiates at t = 224 s
when the generator field current Efd exceeds its limit Efd(lim) = 1.85 p.u., and
keeps rising up to the value 1.99 p.u. at t = 284.5 s when OXL become activated.
After this point, the system evolves under the effect of the field-current-limited
generator G and LTC moves, eventually leading to a voltage collapse t = 348 s.
Clearly, this sole control action is not capable of stabilizing the system voltages.
3.3.1.3 Load shedding
The response of the system, when 25% of the load L is shed at t = 110 s, is shown
in Fig. 3.6. This effectively stabilizes all system voltages above 0.9 p.u., OXL
does not get activated at all, and generator field current Efd remains far below the
2No feedback from measured local voltage or available VAR is used to decide upon CB switching.
The switching time is chosen heuristically in order to illustrate the local voltage support provided by
CB.
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Figure 3.5: Case study 1: CB switching
limit Efd(lim) = 1.85 p.u. Note that the system voltages, not shown here, are not
stabilized even with 10% of load shedding.
It is noteworthy to mention that load shedding is an effective widely used coun-
termeasure against voltage collapse but its use should be postponed as the last
resort. Most existing load shedding schemes are activated manually by the system
operator, and often are very expensive and undesirable from the costumer’s point
of view [6]. However automatic under-voltage and/or under-frequency load shed-
ding, and demand side management in the context of smart grids might provide
better performance.
3.3.1.4 Coordinated action of LTC and CB
As stated before, single strategies such as one step CB switching, and 10% load
shedding fail to arrest the voltage collapse. However, simulation results show that
it is possible to stabilize all the bus voltages by a coordinated application of three
steps of CB switching (corresponding to 0.3 p.u. of reactive power support) and
LTC setpoint reduction, even without load shedding.
The system response is shown in Fig. 3.7, where the voltage setpoint Vref for LTC
deadband controller is reduced to 0.94 p.u. at t = 110 s, and the additional reac-
tive power is injected by CB at t = 130 s. This manual coordination effectively
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Figure 3.6: Case study 1: load shedding
stabilizes the system voltages, and no load is shed.
Note that this is not the optimal coordinated control strategy as no attempt was
made to minimize the amount of CB switching, rather it shows that there exists
some coordination strategy that stabilizes the system without load shedding.
This example clearly shows both need for anticipation and coordination features
for voltage control in electric power networks. A (potential) “looking-ahead” volt-
age controller can anticipate the activation of OXLs in advance, and implements a
local control action that does not lead to this constraint violation. Furthermore, by
including an additional coordinating feedback signal among available local con-
trollers, a multi-agent control system can be formed that aims to more effectively
stabilize the voltages in the overall system.
3.3.2 Case study 2
The second case study is a 12-bus power system, as shown in Fig. 3.8, adopted
from ABB [60]. It sets a control problem with around 20 control inputs, many
measured disturbance inputs and up to 30 controlled outputs. This reasonably sized
network is simulated to show the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid framework
via some interesting experiments relating to coordinated voltage control.
This system is composed of three topologically almost identical areas connected
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Figure 3.7: Case study 1: coordinated control actions
together via three double tie-lines as transmission system. The generators inArea2
and Area3 are equipped with OXL modeled as in § 2.4.4, while Area1 is fed by
an∞-bus. The distribution substation in each area is equipped with an LTC and a
CB.
Area1 Area2 Area3
∞
Figure 3.8: Case study 2: one-line diagram of a 12-bus power system
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3.3.2.1 Uncoordinated deadband control
The load voltages, and the behavior of LTCs and OXLs are shown in Fig. 3.9, fol-
lowing the tripping of the double tie-line between Area1 and Area3 at t = 100 s
where a standard uncoordinated deadband control strategy is applied. Instabil-
ity occurs and the solver fails to solve the nonlinear equations of the system at
t = 652.3 s when simulation stops corresponding (as explained above) to the sys-
tem collapsing (instability). Directly following the fault, load voltages in each area
drop, only slightly in Area1 as compared to others, but soon afterwards a short-
term equilibrium, with all load voltages apparently settling down close to 1 p.u.,
is established. After this point the mechanism driving the system response is LTC
and OXL together with load dynamics.
Immediately after the fault the generator field current in Area2 jumps to 2.13 p.u.
exceeding Ifd(lim) = 1.88 p.u. for this generator. This initiates the inverse time
characteristic of the OXL and eventually the OXL is activated at t = 140.7 s,
meaning that the voltage support provided by this generator is withdrawn. This re-
sults in a further reduction of the load voltage causing the LTC to increase the tap
position until the maximum tap limit is reached. Note that the integral type OXL
forces the field current to Ifd(lim), and subsequent tap changes result in a transient
field current rise, which is quickly sensed and corrected by the OXL.
3.3.2.2 LTC setpoint reduction
The former experiment shows the LTC tap movements in Area2 and Area3 fur-
ther aggravate the load voltage profiles and finally the load voltages drop below
0.9 p.u. Therefore, if the LTC tap movements can be somehow blocked or at least
be slowed down, it intuitively seems that the voltage collapse could be possibly
avoided or at least be delayed. Here, the load restoration process will be disabled
by the reduction of the LTC setpoint voltage from 1 p.u. to 0.95 p.u. at t = 150 s
in both Area2 and Area3. As shown in Fig. 3.10, this results in two downward
tap movements for LTCs in both areas which relieves generator in Area3 of sat-
uration, and its field current is kept slightly below the limit Ifd(lim) = 1.75 p.u.,
meaning that the corresponding OXL will not be activated in the long-term and,
as a result, all load voltages are eventually stabilized above 0.95 p.u. This shows
that coordinated actions by the LTCs in neighboring areas can avoid the voltage
collapse.
3.3.2.3 A coordinated application of (one step) CB switching, LTC setpoint
reduction and (one step) load shedding
Suppose that the fault considered earlier is followed by another line tripping, one
of the circuits between Area2 and Area3 at t = 110 s. It happens frequently that
voltage collapse initiates due to a cascade of events.
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Figure 3.9: Case study 2: uncoordinated deadband control
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Figure 3.10: Case study 2: LTC setpoint reduction
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Simulation results, not shown here to avoid repetition, show that single strategies
such as LTC setpoint reduction, one step CB switching (corresponding to 0.1 p.u.
of reactive compensation), one step load shedding (corresponding to disconnec-
tion of 10% of the load), and even a mixture of the LTC setpoint reduction and
CB switching individually fail to arrest the voltage collapse. However, it is possi-
ble to stabilize all the load voltages by a coordinated application of (one step) CB
switching, LTC setpoint reduction and (one step) load shedding in all areas at the
right moment.
As shown in Fig. 3.11, switching of CB in Area2 relieves the generator in this
area of some reactive power, on the other hand, load shedding in both Area2 and
Area3 relieves the generators in these areas of both active and reactive power, and,
as a result, keeps the generator field currents for both generators well below their
limits (Ifd(lim) = 1.88 p.u. for Area2 and Ifd(lim) = 1.75 p.u. for Area3). Notice
that neither of the OXLs are active in the long-term.
3.4 Main trends in development of coordination sche-
mes
In the context of large-scale multi-area power systems, control areas are typically
interconnected through power transmission corridors carrying often heavy power
flows. The power flow in the tie-lines of these interconnected areas may be con-
trolled to ensure economical benefits/constraints as well as to avoid possible volt-
age collapses [61]. The voltage and current values at boundary buses, and hence
the flow of active and reactive power over the tie-lines depend on the control ac-
tions taken by different involved parties. It happens that a local initiating distur-
bance in one area triggers some undesirable control actions in the neighboring
areas. A complex interaction among the CAs can eventually destabilize the whole
system. Thus, secure operation of multi-area power systems requires appropriate
coordination of the local control actions with those actions taken by (at least adja-
cent) CAs. Note that CAi, associated to control area i, in practice only has local
knowledge about its own model and may only know about active/reactive power
flow or the voltage profile at interconnections.
Roughly speaking, coordination strategies can be classified into three different
trends, described in the following three sub-sections:
3.4.1 Centralized coordination schemes
A centralized coordination unit at the top level of the hierarchy receives informa-
tion from all CAs via communication links. All control actions to be taken by
CAs are computed in one single multi-party (possibly multi-objective) optimiza-
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Figure 3.11: Case study 2: coordinated application of CB switching, LTC setpoint
reduction and load shedding
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tion problem, subject to individual constraints of each single party as well as the
common constraints on the tie-line flows. Typical cost functions are, for exam-
ple, minimization of the voltage deviation, active power losses/generation costs,
switching of the discrete controllers, or maximization of the reactive power re-
serves. The centralized optimal solution, also called the Pareto optimal solution,
assigns the least possible cost to every party so that there exists no other solution
that reduces at least one cost without increasing any other costs (and no constraints
are violated) [34, 62].
The main drawback of centralized coordination in large-scale multi-area power
systems is the huge computational cost, the lack of robustness due to requiring
global knowledge of the complete model of the overall system, and reliability prob-
lems due to possible communication failures. In addition, the decision made by
the central coordination unit should be sufficiently “fair” to be accepted by each
party. The concept of fairness in the sense of economics has been briefly studied
in [63], where fairness criteria namely “free from envy”, “efficiency”, “account-
ability” and “altruism” have been defined using a centralized optimization of a
multi-area power system. Successful centralized coordination has been reported
only for rather small-scale power systems [35, 64, 65].
3.4.2 Decentralized schemes (no coordination)
On the other hand (purely) decentralized schemes with no information exchange
have been proposed to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of centralized
approaches. CAs are assumed to be non-overlapping. Each CA solves its own opti-
mization problem without taking the objective and constraint of neighboring areas
into account, and ignoring the interactions among CAs [27, 66–70]. In the context
of large-scale multi-area power systems where the dynamics of the different areas
are highly coupled, the decentralized approach may not lead to well-performing
system-wide coordination control as has been illustrated in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
The decentrally computed solutions will in general not converge to the (nearly)
optimal global centralized performance. It may not even be stable in cases where
a stabilizing centralized controller exists.
3.4.3 Distributed coordination schemes
A recently developed state-of-the-art approach [34, 71, 72], a so-called distributed
coordination scheme, relies on partitioning of the large-scale power system into
several areas, each area being possibly controlled by an independent TSO.
Each CA is assumed to have exact and detailed information on its own area (ac-
curate dynamic model, and all the local on-line measurements including voltages
and power flows at interconnections). Furthermore, the effect of the neighboring
areas is taken into account only by representing them with an approximately equiv-
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alent model. The parameters of this equivalent model must be updated on-line by
appropriate parameter identification techniques as the system’s dynamics evolves
in time. Furthermore, each CA is assumed to agree on transmitting some of its
on-line information to the neighboring CAs. Intuitively, the minimal information
necessary for achieving acceptable performance includes the local control deci-
sions (solutions of the local optimization problem) [73]. In this way, distributed
coordination strategies combine the advantages of both centralized and decentral-
ized approaches. CAs may further negotiate on what additional information should
be exchanged. The performance of the distributed coordination schemes may be
influenced by two key mechanisms of a) class of approximately equivalent models
used by CA for its own area and the more abstracted models used for other areas,
and b) parameter fitting for the approximated model. Every CA is assumed, in the
approach we develop below, to adopt the same type of equivalent models, used to
represent its neighboring areas as well as identical parameter identification algo-
rithm to estimate the parameters of the equivalent [29]. Special cases where one
(or several) CAs fail to find a solution for the local optimization problem, due to in-
evitable violation of the constraint for the set of all available control actions, must
be handled by sending a request for additional reactive power to the supervisor.
3.5 Measurements and communication
The availability of on-line synchronized phasor measurement units (PMUs) as well
as reliable high-speed communication networks enables Wide-Area Monitoring
and Control (WAMC) systems [74,75] which complement already existing classi-
cal SCADA/EMS Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition/Energy Management
System) platforms. Traditional SCADA/EMS systems are based on steady-state
power flow analysis, and have the industry standard resolution of 2 − 4 seconds.
Therefore, this system cannot observe the faster dynamic variables of the power
system. The newly developed WAMC/PMU platform ease the dynamic monitoring
and control of the multi-area power systems by providing real-time “snapshots” of
the state variables up to every millisecond. To emphasize this time resolution dif-
ference between PMU and SCADA/EMS technologies, they are often referred to
as “MRI” resp. “X-ray” of the power systems.
For this thesis, a detailed local model of each area is assumed to be given to each
corresponding CA. A sampling interval of 20 ms is fast enough to evaluate fre-
quency (50 Hz), voltage and current phasors (magnitude and angle) and their cor-
relation with time. The time scale of the long-term voltage control of interest for
this research is typically in the period of several minutes after a disturbance. Thus
the PMU updates of every 1 s (or 500 ms at best), for collecting the local area mea-
surements, would be satisfactory for the practical implementation of the method.
For example the (initial) tap positions of the LTCs and states of OXLs located
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within the area can be provided - say every 1 s - by a local PMU. This local in-
formation collection might be even done via SCADA/EMS system in a lower time
resolution (say every 2− 4 s).
Each CA, beside collecting the local information, is assumed to communicate only
its local control sequence (and no other data) over a prediction horizon to its im-
mediate CAs. In all simulations in chapter 5, a control interval Tc = 10 s, is
chosen to update the local controllers, and to communicate the local control ac-
tions among immediate neighboring CAs. This - only every 10 s - communication
can be effectively done via existing SCADA/EMS system, requiring a rather small
communication bandwidth. It is noteworthy to mention that the proposed control
algorithm is currently implemented in this thesis in a synchronous fashion, where
all CAs start acting at the same time instant and update their control actions after
every fixed control interval (Tc), taking into account the exchanged information
from immediate neighboring CAs which becomes available after one-step com-
munication delay.3 However, a more realistic operation of CAs might be achieved
by asynchronous implementation of the local MPCs, where the CAs (in general)
can update their control actions whenever they want to. Since the control up-
date interval of 10 s was selected taking the mechanical time delay of LTCs into
account, the CAs would then still use the same control interval, but could start
reacting at different times within each 10 s interval. It can, therefore, happen that
two neighboring controllers act subsequently within - say - 1 − 2 s. The PMU is
then needed to effectively capture these quick control updates. The asynchronous
implementation might even lead to better performance for each local voltage con-
troller as the local CAs can base their decisions on more recent control plans from
their neighbors than previous synchronous time instant.
Substations typically include an Internet connection via fiber or cable, or a se-
rial connection via a dial-up telephone line or radio link in order to communicate
real-time data. Different communication protocols such as User Datagram Proto-
col (UDP) or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) can be selected in the Internet
connection, based on the bandwidth and performance implications.
3.6 Abstraction
Modern electrical power systems are typically very complex large-scale geograph-
ically wide-spread networks of the interconnected components. A full detailed
model of such a system for on-line control, can not be reliably obtained due to its
complexity, lack of full data from all available components (especially DGs), and
excessive computational cost. Furthermore, this becomes practically impossible,
3Due to the mechanical time delay of LTCs Tdelay = 10 s this (negligible) communication delay
plays no longer an important role because the communicated sequence will be only taken into account
to calculate the local solutions after the physical time delay of LTCs, anyway.
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even with availability of powerful computational resources, in the context of multi-
area power systems where competing TSOs cannot be expected to share detailed
information, and hence cannot possibly have the full detailed dynamic model of
the entire system, but only know the local model of their area of authority. There-
fore, network equivalencing procedures, also called network reduction techniques,
to properly represent static (steady-state) and dynamic characteristics of the power
system models of an area controlled by a CA are of great importance. Obviously,
the intuitive hypothesis behind the idea of a valid model reduction is that the equiv-
alent (external/reduced) system model should reproduce a similar evolution in time
of relevant variables (e.g. power flow in tie-lines connecting neighboring areas) on
the study (internal/retained) system as the detailed system model does, following
all disturbances that can occur in practice. Corresponding to the steady-state and
transient performance of the power system following a disturbance, two different
types of equivalents namely static and dynamic equivalents can be distinguished,
respectively.
The classical static external network equivalents are Ward equivalents [76], and
REI (Radial, Equivalent and Independent) equivalents [77]. They do not reflect the
probable changes/contingencies occurring inside the external network, and thus the
simulation of the new conditions requires the development of a new static equiva-
lent model. The parameters of these equivalents are normally updated by using a
measurement-based estimation (i.e. a recorded history of past observations at in-
terconnections). Therefore, the changes in the external system can be taken into
account only after new measurements become available. As static equivalents are
generally obtained for a base/reference operating condition, the computed internal
states for the other operating conditions (resulting from e.g. changes in the loading
level, outage of some components, or control actions) will be inherently erroneous.
This is especially important when the external area contains a considerable num-
ber of active DG units whose power generation pattern (switching status) varies
regularly and unpredictably [78].
On the other hand, classical dynamic equivalent models update their parameters
for representing real-time topology changes of the external system. In real-life
on-line applications e.g. dynamic security assessment, stability analysis, fault de-
tection, adaptive protection schemes and control design etc. a simple and fast dy-
namic equivalent is necessary. The parameters of such an equivalent model should
be determined by using measurement data taken at interconnections of two sub-
systems, if sufficient.
Roughly speaking, the construction of the dynamic equivalent can be accom-
plished using reduction-based and identification-based approaches [79].
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3.6.1 Reduction-based approaches
In reduction-based approaches, the equivalent is typically determined after aggre-
gation of generator terminal buses and the elimination of load buses. Modal tech-
niques [80,81] and coherency analysis [82,83], as the two primary and mostly con-
templated techniques, belong to this category. Since these approaches are based on
an exact model of components, they are sufficiently accurate and reliable. Some
synchronous generators are observed to tend to swing together after a particular
disturbance. Coherency measures provide a grouping criterion to identify a group
of coherent generators, which swing together, and have identical terminal voltage.
However, identification of coherent groups and thus the resulting aggregation pro-
cedure, require a complete set of parameters of the individual components in the
external system to estimate the parameters of equivalent aggregated component.
This may be problematic in the framework of large-scale multi-area power sys-
tems where each TSO preferably should directly derive the equivalent model for its
neighboring areas from a set of real-time measurements taken solely at boundary
buses of interconnections. In this way, the equivalent model will be independent
of the external network size and complexity, and the correct on-line information of
the external areas will not be required. Furthermore, the coherency criterion seems
to fail when applying it to the power systems with high penetration of converter-
based DG units e.g. fuel cells and photovoltaic systems where their characteristic
is not even determined by the classical electro-mechanical dynamic equations in
§ 2.4.4 [78].
3.6.2 Identification-based approaches
On the other hand, identification-based approaches determine the dynamic equiv-
alent models by perturbing the internal system by natural/intentional disturbances,
and monitoring the response of the assumed approximated system model variables
by taking measurements at boundary buses. These real-time measurements will
then be compared with the corresponding signals computed from computer simu-
lations. Accordingly, the equivalent model will be adjusted so as to match those
two signals (real-time measurement and corresponding computed value) with each
other as well as possible. Identification-based approaches are more desirable in the
context of multi-TSO systems with the limited access to only boundary informa-
tion. However, since these approaches yield an approximated model determined
by noisy measurements taken only at boundary buses, rather than exact physical
model given by reduction-based approach, they seem to be less accurate. Another
issue with employing identification-based approaches to the highly coupled multi-
area power systems is that many input ports must be considered for each area. This
means that each area requires information even from the neighbors of its neighbors
in order to accurately identify the parameters of its own immediate neighbors. This
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in turn needs again information exchange, this time even from distant CAs.
Note that the advanced control theories e.g. model predictive control etc. call for
dynamic model-based equivalents whose parameters, to be determined with least
required measurements data taken at interconnections, can reflect the changes in
the external network (over the finite control/prediction horizons ahead) [84].
In the next chapters, we employ the same reduced-order QSS models for the local
area as well as for the immediate neighboring areas. However, a simple PV ap-
proximation is used to represent the distant areas as buses with constant voltage
magnitudes and constant active power consumptions over the prediction horizon
H . Note that the reduced-order models for the immediate neighboring areas and
for the distant areas are assumed to be given in the simulations in chapter 5 as we
do not deal in this thesis with their estimation.
3.7 Conclusions
This chapter illustrates the need for real-time model-based coordination in com-
plex meshed power systems, where a local perturbation can lead to global perfor-
mance degradation. Using the hybrid simulation tool, developed in chapter 2, for
time-domain simulations on two test systems the following observations are made:
• There is an intrinsic coupling between continuous dynamics and discrete events,
and the proposed hybrid framework can effectively capture them.
• The proposed HA-based simulator is sufficiently fast to evaluate different coor-
dinating control strategy, serving as a real-time countermeasure to arrest voltage
collapse. During this research the author did not have access (due to budgetary
constraints) to the commercial special-purpose time-domain simulation tools such
as EUROSTAG R©, PSS R©E, and DIgSILENT4. Using these tools could potentially
have allowed treatment of larger case studies. However it is believed that the analy-
sis based on Modelica R© simulations, in this chapter and in the next chapters, illus-
trates clearly the advantages of using anticipation and coordination.
• The proper coordination control, achieved by a manual, heuristic design ap-
proach in this chapter, can stabilize the system voltages where a purely decen-
tralized deadband approach leads to a collapse, and also can minimize (or even
eliminate) the need for undesirable load shedding.
4EUROSTAG is a software tool developed by Tractebel Engineering GDF SUEZ and RTE (France
TSO), PSS/E by SIEMENS, and DIgSILENT by a consultancy company DIgSILENT GmbH in Ger-
many, for dynamic modeling, simulations and analysis of power systems.
4
Distributed neighbor-to-neighbor
coordination control
4.1 Introduction
In the context of multi-area power systems, as discussed in § 3.4.2, specifying a
particular ad-hoc fixed rule in advance for each CA, using only local information
and local anticipation, without taking coordination with neighboring CAs into ac-
count, may increase the risk of blackouts.
In order to avoid such a collapse in large-scale multi-area power systems, it has
been shown in § 3.4.3 that there is a need for designing an automatic model-based
system-wide coordinating feedback controller, capable of properly coordinating
local control actions taken by each independent CA, yet preserving each TSO’s
non-disclosable local information.
This chapter proposes a paradigm for properly coordinating local control actions,
taken by many communicating CAs, in order to maintain multi-area power system
voltages within acceptable bounds, and to guarantee that generators deliver enough
reactive power to avoid voltage instability whenever sufficient reactive power is
available in the overall system. The proposed control scheme is inspired by dis-
tributed model predictive control (DMPC), and relies on the communication of
planned local control actions among neighboring CAs, each possibly operated by
an independent TSO. Each CA, knowing a local model of its own area, as well
as reduced-order QSS models of its immediate neighboring areas, and assuming
a simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas, performs a greedy local op-
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timization over a finite window in time, communicating its planned control input
sequence to its immediate neighbors only.
In this chapter, the principle of the proposed DCMPC1 scheme, the mathematical
formulation of the voltage control problem, and the proposed discrete optimization
algorithm is elaborated. The good performance of the proposed real-time model-
based feedback coordinating controller, will then, in the next chapter, be illustrated
by simulating cases with major disturbances, for two well-known test systems, as-
suming worst case conditions.
4.2 Model Predictive Control (MPC)
A power system is a MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output) control system
with hybrid dynamics subject to many operational and control constraints. Voltage
control specifications as well as economical factors in the newly liberalized com-
petitive power market increase the need for explicit on-line optimization.
One of the most successful classes of closed-loop model-based schemes is the
Model Predictive Control paradigm (MPC), also called receding/moving horizon
control. MPC calculates the control action u(tk) at time tk = k ∗ Tc, k ∈ Z+ re-
lying on an estimate of the current system states at discrete time instant tk and on
an explicit model of the system, in order to predict the future output behavior via
simulation over a finite window [tk, . . . , tk+H), for a given set of allowable control
sequences u = {u(tk), u(tk+1), . . . , u(tk+N−1)}, where u ∈ U , 0 < N ≤ H ,
calculating the corresponding performance criterion over horizon [tk, . . . , tk+H).
At the time instant tk, the first element u∗(tk) of the selected best sequence u∗
at time tk is then implemented as control input to the physical system during the
interval [tk, . . . , tk+1). All these calculations are repeated, using new observations
leading to a new state estimate at the next time instant tk+1, each time predicting
performance over a shifted window with the size ofH ∗Tc, each time selecting the
best control sequence over a new prediction window [30–38]. A schematic repre-
sentation of MPC is shown in Fig. 4.1. At present, MPC is the most widely used
algorithm to deal with multivariable constrained control problems in industry [30].
The requirement that a dynamical model must be known is certainly a limita-
tion, especially for electrical power systems, where the loads are not known ac-
curately and where frequent changes of the generation and transmission resources
can be expected. However, the inherent feedback of an MPC provides robustness
against modeling errors. Moreover, in our control design, we look for distributed
controllers that require a detailed dynamic model only of the area close to the local
CA under consideration, and not of the distant areas.
1DCMPC stands for Distributed Communication-based Model Predictive Control, and will be in-
troduced in § 4.4.
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As shown in Fig. 4.2, in order to find the kth control action u(tk), MPC operates
in successive estimation and optimization steps:
          k-2         k-1             k       k+1       k+2        k+3            ...          k+N          ...          k+H                   
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Figure 4.1: MPC concept
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Figure 4.2: A system controlled by MPC
•MPC needs to know the current state x(tk) of the controlled system, includ-
ing all internal variables that influence the future trend. However, in reality, not
all system states can be measured or measurement of some state variables may
be economically too expensive [30]. During the estimation step, a state observer
uses all available measurements, up to the present time tk, as well as the dynamic
model, to obtain the best possible estimate of the present system state. This esti-
mate will be used as initial condition for simulating trajectories in the next MPC
optimization step.
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•Values of setpoints, measured disturbances, and constraints are specified over
a prediction horizon H ∗ Tc (i.e. for tk, tk+1, . . . , tk+H ). During the optimiza-
tion step, MPC computes an open-loop optimal sequence of N control actions
u(tk), u(tk+1), ..., u(tk+N−1), while u(tk+N ), . . . , u(tk+H) are kept fixed, where
N(1 ≤ N ≤ H) is the control horizon. The system model is then used to evaluate
the state evolution resulting over tk, tk+1, . . . , tk+H from these control actions.
When a certain controllable input sequence is selected as the best one satisfying
all constraints, MPC then only applies the first value of that sequence u(tk) to the
system.
The system operates with this constant input until the next sampling instant
tk+1 = (k + 1) ∗ Tc, where the MPC uses newly obtained measurements, derives
a new estimate of the state x(tk+1), and calculates new optimal control input val-
ues u(tk+1) by repeating the same steps for tk+1, . . . , tk+N , . . . , tk+H+1, as were
used to calculate u(tk).
H and N should be selected as the smallest values that lead to a good controller
performance. Given sufficiently long horizon H , the controller may avoid violat-
ing the potential constraints by taking corrective actions immediately. The emer-
gency voltage control in electrical power systems, was first formulated as an MPC
problem in [10].
It is noteworthy that the concept of “looking ahead” is very useful for designing
an on-line coordinating voltage control. The looking-ahead voltage controller can
anticipate, within the prediction horizon window tk, . . . , tk+H , for example, the
activation of OXLs, moving towards reaching the maximum physical tap limits
for LTCs, and deviating too much from the prescribed voltage bounds for buses.
The controller will then efficiently use this anticipation, by not selecting a control
sequence that causes the above-mentioned constraint violations.
4.3 Networks of MPC-based voltage controllers
The traditional MPC-based voltage control has, over the past few years, received
increasing interest, thanks to the flexibility of MPC on-line optimization in explic-
itly incorporating voltage control specifications, soft/hard operational constraints
(on both control inputs and controlled outputs), and economical factors in the
newly liberalized competitive electricity market.
However, the vast majority of the existing MPC-based voltage controllers in the
literature are formulated in either a centralized or a completely decentralized fash-
ion. These two distinct approaches are briefly explained below. In § 4.4 we in-
troduce our proposed distributed neighbor-to-neighbor communicating controller
(DCMPC).
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4.3.1 Decentralized MPC
Large-scale power systems are often composed of many non-overlapping inter-
acting areas. Decentralized local area-based control approaches ignore the inter-
actions among adjacent areas. The MPC optimization only considers the local
model and the local state evolution, using local anticipation. This certainly leads
to inefficient uncoordinated design of a system-wide controller, and often unnec-
essarily causes voltage collapse [34, 70], and § 3.4.2.
In this thesis in order to illustrate the performance improvement via distinct con-
tribution of local anticipation and feedback coordination, the proposed DCMPC
approach is compared with a decentralized MPC approach. The identical models
for the local, immediate and distant areas are considered for both DCMPC and
the decentralized MPC approaches, allowing them to enjoy the local anticipation.
However, the existing communication among neighbors in the DCMPC approach
is removed when applying the decentralized MPC to the multi-area system. There-
fore, each CA, assuming that its neighboring CAs will take no control actions (no
LTC tap moves) over the prediction horizon, optimizes the controls for its own area
regardless of what the neighbors are actually planning to do. The limitation of this
decentralized approach can effectively illustrate the contribution of coordination
in the improved performance of the DCMPC. Experiments discussed in chapter 5
will also illustrate the limitations of using anticipation only without coordination.
Load frequency control in interconnected power systems is tackled in [37] by using
a decentralized MPC formulation. A so called “almost” decentralized Lyapunov-
based MPC algorithm is used in [38] for asymptotic stabilization of the network
frequency.
4.3.2 Centralized MPC
Centralized MPC requires global knowledge of the complete model of the overall
system, and all control actions are computed in a single optimization problem. De-
signing such a full-scale control structure for the large-scale systems, based on the
dynamic models of very many components, is very difficult due to the computa-
tional complexity.2 The fact that the global model is usually not known completely
by the global control agent, moreover, makes this approach non-robust. Bandwidth
limitation and the risk of failures of communication channels for a large geograph-
ically widespread power system make centralized control unreliable [71, 72]. On
the other hand, a centralized formulation of the voltage control problem is not
2A recently completed FP7 EC (European Commission) project PEGASE (Pan European Grid Ad-
vanced Simulation and state Estimation) was devoted to develop the first simulation engine allowing
the time-domain simulation with good accuracy of very large-scale systems such as European Trans-
mission Network.
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necessary either, because in power systems only areas that are electrically close
together interact with each other for voltage, and there is no need to involve re-
mote areas with negligible common interest in solving a local optimization prob-
lem. Note that in the deregulated competitive power markets the CAs often cannot
divulge all information about their local models and cost functions. Thus the MPC
cannot be effectively formulated as a centralized global optimization problem any-
way, and a distributed MPC scheme with limited information exchange fits better
the requirements of multi-area power systems.
In [31], a centralized MPC formulation is performed, using a linearized global
system model around an equilibrium, and the underlying optimization problem
is solved by a heuristic tree search technique to coordinate generator voltage set-
points, LTC moves and load shedding. A centralized MPC optimization, using
a single-stage Euler state predictor, and a pseudo-gradient evolutionary program-
ming algorithm is solved in [32], to select an optimal combination of the available
control inputs. MPC is used in [33] to design a central supervisor which provides
setpoints for each local controller, using a pattern search optimization method.
A centralized MPC optimization in [35] is solved in a distributed fashion using
a classic Lagrangian decomposition algorithm to select optimal combinations of
generator voltage setpoints and load shedding. Reference [36] employs a cen-
tralized MPC formulation, using an explicit model for time evolution of the load
power, to select a combination of generator voltage setpoints, shunt capacitors and
load shedding to correct non-viable transmission voltages.
4.4 Distributed Communication-based Model Pre-
dictive Control (DCMPC)
As mentioned before, the main drawbacks in the centralized formulation are the
huge computational cost, the lack of robustness due to requiring global knowledge
of the complete model of the overall system, and the reliability problems due to
possible communication failures. Purely decentralized approaches, ignoring in-
teractions among areas, may not lead to a well-performing controller in highly-
coupled power systems, leading to suboptimal or even non-convergent perfor-
mance. On the other hand, the commercial availability of synchronized wide-area
measurement units and resilient high-speed communication, as well as the de-
velopment of distributed computation techniques, suggests the use of distributed
wide-area communication-based control approaches. These enabling technolo-
gies may allow the local optimizations to be computionally solved in a distributed
manner, while still accounting for the interactions among CAs and preserving the
TSO’s non-disclosable local information e.g. the local economical cost functions.
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A cooperative distributed MPC, using a linear time-invariant model of the system,
is applied in [34] to automatic generation control aiming at frequency and tie-line
interchange regulation. In the approach of [34] each subsystem requires the full
knowledge of all other subsystems.
4.4.1 Basic assumptions
We assume that all system buses are locally observable and the installed phasor
measurement units (PMUs) hardware provides real-time “snapshots” of the re-
quired local power system state variables. The system is assumed to successfully
perform frequency regulation through a single slack bus.
This thesis deals with long-term voltage control, and assumes that short-term volt-
age control provided by the available fast-reacting countermeasures (e.g. the AVRs
of generators) acts perfectly. The tap position changes of the LTCs are considered
as the only available countermeasure against the long-term voltage instability of
interest in the following simulations in this thesis. However, additional discrete
controls such as switched CBs and load shedding can be easily accommodated in
the formulation.
The control objective of each CA is twofold. The main objective of CAi, i ∈
{1, . . . ,M} is to maintain at time t its Bi voltage magnitudes viB(t) at buses
B ∈ {1, . . . , Bi} within prescribed bounds vimin ≤ viB(t) ≤ vimax close to the
nominal bus voltages. This thesis does not consider the physical thermal limits
of the interconnecting tie-lines that limits the maximum power transfer capac-
ity among TSOs, however, these additional constraints could also be included
in the DCMPC formulation. In the simulations in the next chapter, we consider
vimin = 0.9 p.u. and v
i
max = 1.05 p.u. for all CAs.
A simple quadratic cost, as shown in Fig. 4.3, is employed to penalize the voltage
deviations for the buses. The secondary objective is to minimize the number of
changes of tap positions niL in its Li LTCs L ∈ {1, . . . , Li}, as they cause tran-
sients on the system voltages as well as mechanical wear of the LTCs themselves.
The optimal economical operation of individual areas, for example, minimization
of the active power losses or maximization of the reactive power reserves, will not
be considered in this study, as it has to be studied in an even slower time scale than
that of our interest (the time scale of tertiary voltage control).
The time scale of the secondary voltage control of interest for this study is in
the period of several minutes after a disturbance. Thus, the long-term dynamics
of interest, driven typically by LTCs, by OXLs of synchronous generators, and
by exponential recovery loads, are advantageously captured by the well-known
QSS approximation, assuming that short-term fast dynamics (including effects of
CBs and FACTS devices) are infinitely fast and can be represented by their alge-
braic equilibrium equations instead of by their full dynamics [50]. QSS simula-
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tion allows obtaining much faster-than-real time simulators for reasonably sized
networks. Chapter 3 of this thesis provides more details on the QSS models for
components used in the time-domain simulations.
Voltage cost
0.9 p.u. 1.05 p.u.
vB
Figure 4.3: A simple quadratic cost function
4.4.2 Decomposition criterion
We define the overall multi-area power system, as shown in Fig. 4.4, as a graph
G = (V, E) of M interacting areas Ai, i ∈ A = {1, . . . ,M}, where each cor-
responding control agent CAi, i ∈ I = {1, . . . ,M}, is assigned to a vertex
νi ∈ V = {ν1, . . . , νM}, and the interconnecting power transmission lines (and
also the communication links as will be shown later) among CAs are represented
by a set of edges E ⊆ {(νi, νj) ∈ V × V | i 6= j}.
For each CAi, i ∈ I, associated to vertex νi ∈ V , consider the sets of indicesNi =
{j | (νi, νj) ∈ E , j 6= i} corresponding to the immediate neighbors (directly inter-
connected through tie-lines), andRi = {r | (νi, νr) /∈ E , r 6= i 6= j} representing
the remote/distant areas (indirectly interconnected), where i ∪Ni ∪Ri = A = I.
For example, for CA4 in Fig. 4.4, N4 = {1, 3, 5} andR4 = {2, 6, 7}.
This decomposition of the overall system, from a power system point of view, may
be realized in several ways. In the most common practice, also adopted in this the-
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Figure 4.4: A multi-area power system
sis, depending on the geographical structure of the system, a set of buses located at
a relatively short electrical distance from each other, are considered as one partic-
ular area. The advantage is that because the electrical distances are proportional to
the physical lengths of the interconnecting transmission lines, the voltage control
areas (zones), as a result, are identified in advance, and are assumed to remain un-
changed during the real-time dynamic operation of the system. In other words, the
areas are not affected by, for example, loading/generation conditions and/or faults,
and need not be re-identified after possible changes in the system operating con-
ditions. However, areas may also be adequately determined by sensitivity analysis
of the overall system with respect to the influence of the available controls. In this
case the boundaries of areas change dynamically during real-time system opera-
tion, and areas must be redefined periodically in order to better reflect the system
topology and dynamic changes in the operating conditions. [27].
The decomposition based on electrical distance, allows us to collect the neighbor-
ing LTCs that move in a relatively coherent way as well as the neighboring gen-
erators with almost identical terminal voltage profile, all in one individual area.
We will then assign one representative LTC for areas which contain several LTCs.
This approach seems to be an effective decomposition criterion that determines
the size of areas, based on the topology of the system, such that areas are nor too
large (thus computationally feasible) neither too small (containing at least one LTC
and/or generator).
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4.4.3 Modeling framework
Each areaAi, i ∈ A = {1, . . . ,M} in this thesis is modeled as a hybrid dynamical
system, using DAEs to describe piecewise continuous dynamics as well as a set of
events in hybrid automata representing the discrete logical controllers, capturing
the complex interactions between continuous and discrete dynamics, as explained
in chapter 2. The QSS approximation of the hybrid behavior of each area Ai, i ∈
A = {1, . . . ,M} is expressed by mixed discrete-event continuous differential-
algebraic equations, subject to some local constraints. In order to implement the
DCMPC approach for each area, we need to take a discrete-time approximation of
the nonlinear system equations, in § 2.2.2, as the following form:
xi(k + 1) = fi(xi(k), zi(k), yi(k)), k ∈ Z+ (4.1a)
zi(T
+
e ) = Zi(xi(T
−
e ), zi(T
−
e ), yi(T
−
e ), ui(T
−
e )) (4.1b)
zi(k) = zi(T
+
e ), Te ≤ k < Te+1
gi(xi(k), zi(k), yi(k), φi(yNi(k), u
∗
Ni(k − 1)) = 0 (4.1c)
hi(xi(k), zi(k), yi(k)) ≤ 0 (4.1d)
where xi denotes the local dynamic continuous states of the generators, AVRs,
OXLs and load dynamics in area Ai, i ∈ A = {1, . . . ,M}, zi the discrete-
event state variables typically arising from discrete control logic such as thres-
holds reached by OXLs, LTC tap positions, switched CBs and disturbances, Te
the time at which a discrete event e occurs, T−e = lim
→0
Te −  the pre-event time,
T+e = lim
→0
Te+ the post-event time, yi the local algebraic state variables e.g. net-
work voltages and currents, ui the discrete local control inputs. LTC tap position
changes are considered as the control actions in this thesis. The equality constraint
gi(.) in (4.1c) corresponds to the algebraic power flow equations. The inequality
constraint hi(.) in (4.1d) includes physical unviolatable limits (hard constraints)
e.g. limits on the tap positions of the LTCs, and/or penalized operational limits
(soft constraints) e.g. predefined voltage bounds. The inequality constraint hi(.)
could also represent power-flow limitations along tie-lines, however, this is not in-
cluded in this thesis.
Note that φi(., .) has been included into gi in (4.1c) to represent the interaction
with the directly connected neighboring areas Aj , j ∈ Ni. This means that the ef-
fect of the dynamic states and the control actions taken by the immediate neighbors
on the state evolution of area Ai, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} is implicitly reflected through
the instantaneously changing algebraic variables (among which are the boundary
bus voltages). Moreover, the distant areasAr, r ∈ Ri (the neighbors of neighbors)
do not even explicitly appear in (4.1c), instead their possible effect is incorporated
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in the nonlinear function φi(., .) of the immediate neighboring areas Aj , j ∈ Ni .
A discrete time model of the overall control problem can be readily obtained by
aggregation of all the discrete time models for individual areas (as represented by
equations (4.1a)–(4.1d)).
One should clearly distinguish between the local control models and the physical
model of the overall system. There exist several local discrete time control mod-
els, one for each area, in order to be able to implement the MPC scheme for each
CA. These local control models obviously differ from one CA to another. How-
ever, on top of this, there also exist one continuous model for the overall physical
power system (with information available from all areas) in order to simulate the
dynamic response of the physical power system after applying the control actions
calculated by the local MPCs. In other words, all the local MPCs concurrently cal-
culate the local control actions for each time instant, say tk, by using the distinct
discrete time local control models of their own area, reduced-order models of their
immediate neighbors and for the distant areas, and by establishing the proposed
communication protocol. We then apply all these calculated control actions to the
physical system in continuous real-time, and let the power system evolve until next
time instant, in this case, tk+1. At tk+1 all the state variables will be collected by
performing new (noisy) measurements in the real physical power system, which
will indeed be used as initial conditions for solving the local optimization prob-
lems by the local MPCs at tk+1. This procedure is identically repeated for all the
following time instants.
4.4.4 Notation
Each CAi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} is implemented in this section as a local controller
MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Letting N be the control horizon and H the predic-
tion horizon, the sequence of predicted state and control values at time k + `, ` ∈
{1, . . . ,H} for MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, based on the information available at time
instant k is denoted, respectively, by xi and ui, where
xi(k) = {xi(k + 1|k), . . . , xi(k +H|k)}
ui(k) = {ui(k|k), . . . , ui(k +N − 1|k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
H-N+1
}
4.4.5 Principle of the proposed coordination scheme
For each MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} with the identical prediction horizon H and
control horizon N , let ui ∈ Ui denote a candidate control sequence of LTC tap
position changes, where Ui = {0,+1,−1}N × {0}H−N+1 is the corresponding
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finite set of all admissible control sequences, with 0,+1 and −1 referring resp. to
having no tap movement, an upward tap movement, and a downward tap move-
ment. Note that no tap movement is considered in the interval [tk+N , . . . , tk+H).
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity in the formulation and without loss of gen-
erality, we only consider one single LTC in each area Ai, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} resp.
controlled by MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. The cardinality of Ui is then |Ui| = 3N .
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Figure 4.5: Distributed MPC with neighbor-to-neighbor communication
In order to design a wide-area well-performing coordinating feedback con-
troller, we propose a coordination scheme where each local MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
is required to have some way of anticipating how the control actions taken by the
immediate neighboring MPCj , j ∈ Ni will evolve in the future. This is effec-
tively achieved, in this study, by mutual exchange of information about local fu-
ture control actions among neighboring MPCs, and assuming that each MPCi, i ∈
{1, . . . ,M} approximately knows the model of its immediate neighboring areas
Aj , j ∈ Ni in order to predict how these future plans will approximately influence
the evolution of its own state variables in the future.
In the next chapter, the same reduced-order QSS models for the local area as well
as for the immediate neighboring areas will be employed to perform the simulation
experiments.
Note that thanks to the physical nature of voltage, being a local quantity, distributed
MPC application make sense for voltage control, not for frequency control. Thus,
considering voltage control, only electrically close areas (immediate neighbors)
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may interact for voltage, and it is acceptable to exclude the electrically distant ar-
eas with negligible influence on the local behavior, and thus negligible impact on
the local optimization.
In this thesis, in order to obtain the discrete time control model for the local an-
ticipation for MPCi, each CAi, i ∈ I uses a simple PV approximation [29] to
represent the distant areas Ar, r ∈ Ri as buses with constant voltage magnitudes
and constant active power consumptions over the prediction horizon H .
Using information on the input signals from the immediate neighbors, and know-
ing a local model of its own area as well as reduced-order models of its immediate
neighboring MPCs, and assuming a simpler PV equivalent model for distant areas,
each local MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, solves, at each time step k, a finite-horizon
open-loop optimal control problem, minimizing a greedy local performance crite-
rion Ji satisfying all the local constraints.
One very important feature of the proposed DCMPC scheme is its “scalability”,
which makes it suitable to deal with large-scale multi-area power systems contain-
ing many distinct identified voltage control areas. This is thanks to the fact that
each CA in order to perform the local optimization requires the QSS reduced-order
models only of its few immediate neighboring areas (as well as limited informa-
tion exchange only with them), and replaces the remaining distant areas by much
simpler PV models without any information exchange. Thus no matter how large
the power system is, the computational complexity of the local calculations at each
CA remains the same. Fig. 4.5 illustrates a schematic representation of the pro-
posed control scheme.
4.4.6 Control problem formulation
The distributed non-cooperative MPC-based control algorithm with neighbor-to-
neighbor communication for each MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} at time instant k can be
formulated as the following optimization problem:
min
ui(k)∈Ui
Ji(xi(k),ui(k);xi(k)) (4.2)
where
Ji =
tk+H∑
tk
∆uTi Γi∆ui +
∫ tk+H
tk
(ρTi Λiρi) dt
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subject to for all k ≤ ` ≤ k +H − 1
xi(`+ 1|k) = fi(xi(`|k), zi(`|k), yi(`|k))
zi(T
+
e ) = Z(xi(T
−
e ), zi(T
−
e ), yi(T
−
e ), ui(T
−
e ))
zi(`) = zi(T
+
e ), Te ≤ ` < Te+1
gi(xi(`), zi(`), yi(`), φi(yNi(`), u
∗
Ni(`− 1)) = 0
nimin ≤ niL(zi(`)) ≤ nimax, L ∈ {1, . . . , Li}
Γi = diag(γ1, . . . , γLi) and Λi = diag(λ1, . . . , λBi) are the non-negative diag-
onal weighting matrices for MPCi, i ∈ I, to penalize the amount of tap position
changes ∆ui in its Li LTCs, and the voltage magnitude deviations in its Bi buses,
respectively. Note that the soft constraints on the Bi bus voltage magnitudes viB
are mathematically relaxed by introducing the slack variable3 ρB = max{(viB −
vimax), (v
i
min − viB), 0} ≥ 0, B = {1, . . . , Bi}, and ρi = [ρi ρ2 . . . ρBi ] penal-
izing the potential violation of the voltage constraint due to e.g. an unavoidable
large disturbance, while the hard constraint on the physical tap positions niL can
never be violated.
4.4.7 Optimization algorithm
The following algorithm is employed by CAi to solve the DCMPC optimization
problem for MPCi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}:
1. k = 0
2. Initialize with u∗i (k − 1),u∗Ni(k − 1),u∗Ri(k − 1), xi(k), x˜Ni(k)
3. Enumerate the discrete set of possible sequences Ui and compute the corre-
sponding costs Ji(xi(k),ui(k);xi(k))
4. Select the best sequence u∗i (k) and obtain its first element u
∗
i (k)
5. Apply u∗i (k) to CAi until next time instant k + 1
6. Obtain the state estimate xi(k + 1) at time k + 1
7. Communicate u∗i (k) to the immediate neighboring MPCj , j ∈ Ni
8. k := k + 1; go back to step 3.
3In an optimization problem, a slack variable is a non-negative variable that is added to an inequality
constraint to convert it into an equality constraint. For example hi(x) ≤ 0 is equivalent to hi(x) +
s2i = 0
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Note that the DCMPC approach requires no information exchange on the local
state trajectories. However x˜Ni(k) is the state estimate at time tk of the neighbors
that MPCi uses, based on the QSS reduced-order models of its neighbors, in order
to compute its own solutions.
In general MPCs may have different local objectives expressed by different cost
functions. Here all MPCs utilize a local cost function maintaining the local volt-
ages within the limits, and minimizing the amount of local LTC moves.
This optimization leads in some sense to a dynamic Nash-like game, where
each CAi at each decision moment assumes that the other players will stick to their
announced control plans, and the solutions, if they converge, will converge to the
Nash equilibrium (NE). Under this assumption one cannot expect that the system
will in general perform as well as would be the case if some global supervisor
would apply a centralized global feedback control law, known as Pareto optimal
in game theory, where the least possible global cost is achieved by cooperation
of all agents so that there exists no other solution that reduces at least one cost
without increasing any other costs (and no constraints are violated). However in
the next chapter, we show that, under certain conditions, the DCMPC strategy can
stabilize a system in cases when a completely decentralized strategy, without any
communications, leads to collapse.
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Figure 4.6: A simple 2-area interacting power system
4.4.8 On the choice of signal to communicate
The Fig. 4.6 shows a simple but prototypical multi-area power network composed
of only two interacting areas. The dynamic of each area is effectively represented
by the difference-algebraic equations, ignoring the discrete-event state variables,
for simplicity. The areas physically interact via infinitely fast-changing algebraic
state variables i.e. y1 and y2 (voltage/current or active/reactive powers over the
tie-lines). Considering Area 1 as example, and assuming that the Jacobian of g1
with respect to u1 (i.e. ∂g1∂u1 ) is non-singular, one can obtain the control action u1
at time tk as a function of the other variables:
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u1(k) = G1(x1(k), y1(k), y2(k)) (4.3)
Equation (4.3) shows the effect of interaction variable from Area 2 (y2) on the
control action of Area 1 (u1). Similarly for y2:
y2(k) = G2(x2(k), u2(k), y1(k)) (4.4)
Substituting equation (4.4) in the equation (4.3) clearly shows how u2 can affect
u1.
In the current implementation of the DCMPC approach in this thesis, we have
taken this effect into account by providing to CA1 (corresponding to Area 1) the
optimal control sequence of CA2 (corresponding to Area 2) u∗2 over a prediction
horizon H . i.e.;
u1(k) = G1(x1(k), y1(k), y2(k),u∗2(k − 1)) (4.5)
This seems to be an effective signal to be communicated as the simulation results
show that the uncoordinated local control actions can lead to voltage collapse. The
exchange of the information of the planned control sequences allows each CA to
“actively/directly” take its own coordinated local control actions knowing what
the neighbors have planned to do. One other possible signal to be exchanged,
instead of exchanging the planned control sequences, might be the exchange of
the planned output trajectories of interacting variables directly (e.g. the expected
values in future for voltages over the tie-lines). i.e.;
u1(k) = G1(x1(k), y1(k),y
∗
2(k)) (4.6)
where y∗2(k) = {y2(k + 1|k), . . . , xi(k +H|k)}.
However, this seems to be much too complex as the neighbors will “passively/indi-
rectly” coordinate. Each CA is then expected to try to respect the voltage profile
of its neighbors by taking some local control actions and without knowing what
the neighbors themselves will do in the future in order to correct their (potential)
voltage violation. This might mislead the neighbors and stop them from reacting.
This in turn can at least lead to a slower correction of a low voltage condition if,
at best, we assume that the potential misunderstandings among neighbors can be
resolved after some iteration of information exchange.
As mentioned before, the DCMPC approach is generally applicable to many large
networks of interacting dynamic components. It is useful whenever both antici-
pation (implemented via the analysis of the effects of a local control action over
a sufficiently long window of time) and coordination (avoiding that the overall
system is destabilized by unintended interactions between local control actions)
are needed. Other potential applications of DCMPC include the coordination/syn-
chronization of the traffic lights for alleviating urban traffic congestion, where the
“smart” traffic lights may exchange their dynamic switching times, based on the
inflow and outflow of platoons of vehicles, to their neighboring traffic lights.
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4.5 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a distributed neighbor-to-neighbor coordination paradigm
for properly coordinating local control actions, taken by many interacting CAs, in
large-scale multi-area power systems. The overall aim is to stabilize all area-wise
bus voltage within prescribed bounds, and to minimize the number of LTC moves.
TSOs are assumed to have agreed on exchanging their control actions, LTC moves
in this thesis, with the neighbors. Each CA only communicates with its immediate
neighbors and not with the distant areas. The proposed coordinating control does
not require TSOs to exchange information that they are not often willing to dis-
close such as local economical cost functions. The concepts of “looking-ahead”
and “communication” are mathematically reflected in the formulation of the con-
trol problem, and in its underlying optimization algorithm.

5
Simulation Results
The good performance of the proposed DCMPC control scheme of chapter 4 will
be demonstrated, in this chapter, on two well-known test systems, the ABB 12-bus
and Nordic32 systems, by simulating several different scenarios, and demonstrat-
ing the improved behavior achieved by combining coordination and anticipation.
5.1 ABB 12-bus test system
The first case study is the small ABB 3-area 12-bus test system [60], shown in
Fig. 3.8. The response of this system is illustrated following two disturbances at
t = 98 s, as follows:
• Case 1: Tripping of the double tie-line between Area1 and Area3
• Case 2: Load variations in Area2 and Area3
The uncertainty in the amount of available load in power system, as well as
measurement inaccuracies may in general cause robustness issues for the con-
troller. This is taken into account, in the first case study, by stochastically per-
turbing the consumed active/reactive power of the loads by some small values at
each time instant, when predicting the state of the system. The feedback structure
of the local MPCs provides enough robustness to deal with those errors.
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Figure 5.1: ABB 12-bus, case 1: response with the decentralized deadband control
5.1.1 Case 1: response with the decentralized deadband control
Fig. 5.1 shows the load voltage, LTC and OXL behavior following the tripping of
the double tie-line between Area1 and Area3 at t = 98 s with decentralized dead-
band control.
In this case, LTCs operate based on only the local measurements, using a simple
rule. The LTC is actuated if the voltage at the load bus remains outside a dead-
band for more than 1 s, and then the tap position is changed after a mechanical
time delay, according to § 2.4.5. Instability occurs and the solver fails to solve
the nonlinear equations of the system at t = 470.54 s when the simulation stops.
Directly following the fault, load voltages in each area drop, but soon after a short-
term equilibrium, with all load voltages settling down close to the respective ref-
erence voltages, is established. After this point the mechanism driving the system
response is OXL and LTC together with the load dynamics. After the fault the
generator field voltage in Area2 jumps to 2.02 p.u. which exceeds ifd(lim) = 1.88
p.u. for this generator. This initiates the inverse time characteristic of the OXL,
and eventually the OXL of the generator in Area2 gets activated at t = 139 s. At
that time the voltage support provided by this generator is withdrawn. This re-
sults in a further reduction of the load voltage causing the LTC to increase the tap
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Figure 5.2: ABB 12-bus, case 1: response with the DCMPC
position until its maximum tap limit is reached, and the voltage drops suddenly
at t = 470.54 s, when the generator can no longer deliver the consumed reactive
power. In this case OXL activation occurs before saturation of the LTCs, and in
fact it acts as a pushing force for LTCs to move towards their physical tap limits.
Thus one can easily conclude that if there were a way of anticipating OXL activa-
tion in advance, some different (coordinated) LTC moves could have been taken,
and the final collapse could be avoided.
5.1.2 Case 1: response with the DCMPC
Now, for exactly the same system conditions with all parameters the same as for the
previous simulation, but with the LTCs controlled by the distributed communication-
based MPC approach, the simulations are repeated. For the first initialization of
the controller, each CA takes the initial tap positions of its neighbor(s) into ac-
count. The MPCi at each area Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, with a sampling time Tc = 10 s,
control horizon of 30 s (N=3), and the prediction horizon of 90 s (H=9), calculates
the optimal control action at t = 100 s by simulating the system until t = 190 s.
After solving local optimization problem for each area (one LTC in each CA), all
LTCs select “no tap movement” as the local optimal control action at t = 100 s.
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The procedure is repeated at next sampling instant t = 110 s simulating the system
until t = 200 s, again “no tap movement” for all LTCs offers the lowest local cost.
The controller is updated every 10 s, until t = 500 s and all CAs, subject to local
cost and local constraints, always prefer having “no tap movement”. At t = 500 s,
the load voltages are close to their reference values, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The
OXL for generator in Area3 is not activated at all, while the one for the generator
in Area2 gets activated at t = 144.4 s, OXL output signal rises up to the value
0.033 p.u., and then stays saturated at 0.029 p.u. Thus one can conclude that the
distributed coordinating voltage control avoids the voltage collapse, by predicting
the future behavior of the system and communicating among CAs.
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Figure 5.3: ABB 12-bus, case 2: response with the decentralized deadband control
5.1.3 Case 2: response with the decentralized deadband control
Load variation is simply considered by suddenly increasing some reactive load in
Area2, and decreasing it in Area3 at t = 100 s. Figures 5.3 resp. 5.4 show the sys-
tem response to this sudden change of reactive load with decentralized deadband
control resp. distributed MPC approach.
Here the first tap change for LTC in Area2 occurs at t = 110 s, as it moves one tap
down, while at the same time the LTC in Area3 moves one tap up. At t = 154.5 s
the OXL of generator in Area3 gets activated, acting as a driving force for 3 sub-
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Figure 5.4: ABB 12-bus, case 2: response with the DCMPC
sequent upward tap movements of LTC in Area3 starting at t = 167 s. This OXL
output signal at t = 400 s reaches the value 0.0552 p.u.
5.1.4 Case 2: response with the DCMPC
For exactly the same system conditions, the optimal control actions for LTC in
Area3, suggested by the distributed coordinating MPC, asks for 4 subsequent up-
ward tap movements at t = 110, 120, 130 and 140 s. At t = 400 s all voltages
are close to their reference voltage, being within the prescribed deadband. The
OXL output signal value at t = 400 s is 0.0592 p.u. Therefore, it is observed
that one fewer tap movement, compared to the local deadband control approach,
is employed by the distributed coordinating MPC. Note that in the deadband ap-
proach, LTC in Area3 initially acts on the local voltage at t = 110 s, and stays in
this position until t = 167 s. At t = 154.5 s the OXL in Area2 gets activated, and
consequently LTC in Area3 again acts on the OXL activation, while distributed
MPC does in advance at t = 110 s advantageously anticipate the activation of
OXL (in this case, t = 150 s), and thus start acting early at t = 110 s. This means
that system voltages, with the distributed coordinating MPC, settle down to their
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reference values about 50 s earlier than in the case of a local deadband approach.
5.2 Nordic32 test system
The second case study in this chapter, is a slightly modified version of the CIGRE
Nordic32 test system, with one-line diagram shown in Fig. 5.5. This test system
describes the complex meshed transmission system of the Nordel grid consisting
of Sweden, Norway, Finland and (eastern) Denmark [85], where the correspond-
ing grids are nowadays deregulated (in slightly different ways in each country),
establishing a common competitive electricity market NordPool which dispatches
the power generation among areas, on an hourly basis. Some operational infor-
mation is shared, from time to time, by the market participants in the NordPool’s
information system (called Urgent Market Message (UMM)) [86]. The model in-
cludes 71 buses, 20 synchronous generator units equipped by OXL (including 1
slack generator), 22 dynamic loads, 52 transmission lines (including 15 tie-lines),
48 transformers (including 2 parallel-transformers and 13 LTCs) and 11 switched
capacitor bank (including 2 reactors).
We illustrate the performance of the distributed coordinating controller consider-
ing two distinct disturbances, both occurring at t = 10 s, as follow:
• Case 1: outage of line 4032− 4044
• Case 2: outage of line 4011− 4021
The Nordic32 test system consists of four major areas namely External, North,
Central, and South West. The generating units are mainly located in the North area.
The power flows from North to the Central area (the main load center containing
13 LTCs). The Central area is further decomposed for computational purposes into
six sub-areas, as shown in Fig. 5.6, namely Central1, . . . ,Central6, each contain-
ing one (or a few coordinated) LTCs. This decomposition is based on electrical
distance between buses, which is also proportional to physical lengths of intercon-
necting lines. Therefore, depending on the geographical structure of the system,
a set of buses located at a relatively short electrical distance from each other have
been considered as one particular area. Considering the operational time delay of
LTCs Tdelay = 10 s, and the slowest dominant time constant of the entire sys-
tem which is that of the dynamic recovery loads (say 60 s), the sampling time of
Tc = 10 s and the prediction horizon of 90 s (H = 9), is chosen to design the
controller. Given this sufficiently long horizon, the controller can “see” at time tk
a potential constraint violation in the interval [tk, tk+H ], leading the controller to
move in the right direction towards a long-term equilibrium by avoiding to react
to the short-term dynamics. The control horizon of 30 s (N = 3), turned out to be
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Figure 5.5: One-line digram of Nordic32 test system
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Figure 5.6: Nordic32 partitioned interconnected test system
a good compromise between computational complexity and the closed-loop con-
troller performance.
5.2.1 Case 1: Outage of Line 4032-4044
The long-term time evolution of the transmission voltage magnitudes at the four
most affected buses 1041, 1042, 1043 and 1044 as well as the coordinated LTC
moves are shown in Fig. 5.7. The voltage decline is due to the effect of LTCs try-
ing to restore the distribution side voltages of the LTC-controlled buses as well
as OXLs activation of field-current-limited generators restricting their reactive
power generation. This proposed set of controls successfully maintains the volt-
ages within the limits, leading to no activation of OXLs for any of the generators.
This is thanks to the anticipation of the activation of OXLs, and taking coordi-
nated local control actions with the neighbors, that do not force LTCs to move
towards reaching their maximum physical tap limits. As an example the inverse-
characteristic timer signal xt of OXL over g7 within Central5 is shown in Fig. 5.8,
which initiates twice at t = 8 and 67 s. This is initially “seen” by the local MPC for
Central5 in advance, and in an effort to correct this, the local LTC Tr40451045,
takes an upward tap move at t = 20 . Furthermore, at t = 80 s, the local LTC
coordinates its upward move with its immediate neighbors, and as a result g7 does
never become limited.
This is a significant improvement over the uncoordinated deadband operation
of LTCs that leads to a final collapse, as shown in Fig. 5.9. Here LTCs use only lo-
cal voltage measurements, and act on the basis of a local deadband db = 0.02 p.u.,
and tap positions are changed accordingly after a time delay Tdelay = 10 s. This
uncoordinated set of LTC moves trigger the activation of OXLs over five genera-
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Figure 5.7: Case 1: Transmission bus voltages, and distributed coordinated LTC moves
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Figure 5.8: Case 1: Inverse-characteristic timer xt and OXL signal of g7
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tors g13, g14, g15, g16, and g17 at t = 102.1, 106.8, 139.8, 152.4 and 215.4 s, re-
spectively, as shown in Fig. 5.10, and final collapse occurs soon after g17 becomes
limited. The LTCs Tr405151 in Central3, Tr404242 in Central2, Tr404747 in
Central4 and Tr404141 in Central1 reach their maximum limits at times around
t = 110, 120, 120 and 130 s.
As explained before, the proposed DCMPC approach combines two concepts
of “looking-ahead” in time and “ communication” with the neighbors.
We further compare the performance of the DCMPC with the decentralized
MPC approach to illustrate what is the contribution of combining communication
and anticipation to improved performance. Fig. 5.11 shows the voltage evolution
at buses 4046, 4047 and 4043 which, controlled according to decentralized MPC,
experience the largest drop, when the local MPCs receive no information from
their neighbors, and assume the neighbors will take no control action. The overall
system survives until t = 461 s, when simulations stop, lasting some 245 s longer
than that with decentralized deadband control. This uncoordinated decentralized
MPC approach, as shown in Fig. 5.12, leads to the activation of OXLs over three
machines; g13, g15 and g17 at t = 170, 274 and 459.8 s, respectively. In com-
parison to the decentralized deadband control, only one LTC (Tr404242) reaches
its maximum tap limit, while three other LTCs, namely Tr404141, Tr405151 and
Tr404747, have not moved toward reaching their limits, thanks to the local MPC’s
anticipation. Furthermore, at t = 50 s, the local MPC for Central2 successfully
anticipates the moving towards activation of OXL for g13, and therefore freezes
the upward tap movements of the local LTC Tr404242 for three subsequent steps.
However, due to the lack of coordination with the actions of the neighbors, even-
tually g13 becomes limited. Likewise Central4 fails at preventing the activation
of OXL over g15.
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Figure 5.9: Case 1: Bus voltages and uncoordinated deadband LTC moves
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Figure 5.10: Case 1: Timer signals xt and OXL signals in the deadband control approach
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Figure 5.11: Case 1: Bus voltages and uncoordinated LTC moves in the decentralized
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Figure 5.12: Case 1: timer signals xt and OXL signals in the decentralized MPC approach
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5.2.2 Case 2: Outage of Line 4011-4021
Fig. 5.13 shows the voltage evolution at buses 4046, 4047 and 4043, experiencing
the largest drop, as well as the uncoordinated deadband operation of LTCs. The
maximum tap limits for LTCs Tr404242, Tr404343, Tr404747 and Tr405151
are reached either before or after the activation of OXLs over four machines;
g14, g13, g4 and g15 at t = 178.1, 182.7, 187.3 and 224.2 s, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 5.14. This leads to a non-convergent AC power flow at t = 290.1 s when
the system voltages diverge(collaspe) and simulation stops.
The proposed DCMPC algorithm, as shown in Fig. 5.15, looking ahead in time,
freezes the uncoordinated upward moves of LTCs. This together with the coordi-
nation of the local LTC moves with the neighbors, effectively stabilizes the system
voltages, leaving only one generator g4 limited at t = 233.3 s.
It is of interest to illustrate the response of the system with the decentralized
local MPCs exchanging no information. Fig. 5.16 shows the voltage at buses 4046,
4047 and 4043, as well as the decentrally calculated uncoordinated local control
actions. The system manages to survive the disturbance until t = 410 s, when the
numerical integration cannot proceed further, lasting some 120 s longer than under
the deadband control of the LTCs. As shown in Fig. 5.17, only three OXLs are
activated over machines; g9, g4 and g13 at t = 95, 150 and 258 s. This is thanks
to the local anticipating feature of the MPCs in solving their own greedy local
optimization problem. Note that only one LTC, namely Tr404242 in Central2,
still reaches its limit at t = 100 s, withdrawing voltage support that could relieve
the local generator g13 of final saturation.
5.2.3 Computational Burden
The hybrid system model is implemented in Modelica [24], a free object-oriented
language for modeling complex physical systems, and is simulated using commer-
cial tool Dymola [23]. All component models used for simulations are detailed in
chapter 3.
The CPU time required to complete a simulation experiment consists of two dis-
tinct terms; the time that the local MPCs take to calculate their optimal control
actions at each discrete time instant, plus the time needed to simulate the physical
system after applying those calculated control actions in order to obtain the state
variables at the end of that control interval. In order to determine whether or not
the DCMPC algorithm is suitable for the real-time applications, what matters is
the time needed for computing the local control actions for each CA (and not for
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Figure 5.13: Case 2: Bus voltages and uncoordinated deadband LTC moves
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Figure 5.14: Case 2: timer signals xt and OXL signals in the deadband control approach
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Figure 5.15: Case 2: Bus voltages, coordinated LTC moves, and OXL signals
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Figure 5.17: Case 2: xt and OXL signals in the decentralized MPC approach
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all CAs), and obviously not for the simulation of the physical system.1 The local
optimization problems are solved sequentially for the existing CAs in this thesis.
However in practice in the real-time multi-area power systems, one independent
computer is assigned to every CA to find solutions for the local optimization prob-
lem. Thus the rule of thumb for the feasibility of the DCMPC for the real-time
applications is that every CA must finish computing its own local controls sooner
than the duration of time interval for control updates (every Tc = 10 s in our
simulations). For the test systems considered in this chapter, each CA performs
a number of simulation runs, i.e. one simulation run per each possible control se-
quence, and selects the best sequences in a reasonably short CPU time. For the
case study of Nordic32, the slowest agent-wise simulator integration time includ-
ing local optimization, using a fixed step size solver e.g. Euler, when running on
a Windows PC with 3.154 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and 4 GB of RAM, takes
less than 3 s. Taking into account that each CA takes decisions at every 10 s, this
ensures that the approach can meet the requirement for on-line voltage control.
5.2.4 Robustness analysis
In the simulations presented so far for the Nordic32 test system, the reduced-order
models for the immediate neighboring areas and for the distant areas are assumed
to be given for each local area. It was of interest to perform additional experiments
to asses the robustness of the DCMPC against modeling errors, and to test the im-
pact of the unmodeled dynamics of the neighbors. To this end, the consumed active
power of the LTC-controlled load at bus 4043 in Central6, the most critical area
with the most immediate neighbors containing three LTCs represented by a single
equivalent one, is increased by 10% at t = 0 s for the simulation of the physi-
cal system. However the models used by neighboring CAs (Central1, Central2,
Central4 and Central5) for anticipating the power flows along the transmission
lines connecting them to Central6 are not updated at t = 0 s. Fig. 5.18 shows
the evolution of voltages at buses under the effect of the same disturbance as in
Case 1 (i.e. outage of line 4032− 4044 at t = 10 s, and in addition all other neigh-
bors assuming wrong parameter value for load at bus 4043 in Central6 at t = 0 s.
The bus voltages are quite similar to (but lower than) those of base disturbance
in Case 1, all stabilized within the limits in long-term. However, in response to
initiating (at t = 0 s) “disturbance-like” load change in Central6, the local LTC
Tr40441044 advances its upward tap move (from t = 20 s in base disturbance)
to t = 10 s, continued by another upward tap move at t = 20 s in response to the
line outage at t = 10 s. Furthermore, the neighboring LTC Tr4047 in Central4
reacts to the nearby load change by taking a downward tap move at t = 20 s, and
1The computer model of the physical system will be replaced by the physical system itself in real-
time no matter how long its simulation takes for the computer.
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LTC Tr4042 in Central2 changes its (original base disturbance) LTC moves by
freezing its upward moves at t = 30 s (instead of t = 40 s). The other neighbors
do not change their LTC moves at all by properly coordinating them with this new
set of control actions taken by the CAs in Central6, Central4 and Central2. As
shown in Fig. 5.19, the OXL at g7 does not yet become activated and the triggered
xt signal dies out at t = 13 s by the LTC moves taken at t = 10 s.
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Figure 5.18: Case 1: Bus voltages and coordinated LTC moves, with 10% increase in the
load at bus 4043
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5.3 Conclusions
This chapter presents the time-domain simulation results on two well-known test
systems, illustrating the improved performance of the multi-area power system
when the DCMPC is applied. In the ABB 12-Bus test system, it is assumed that
the complete model of the overall system is given to each local CA. while, in
the Nordic32 system, the local CAs are only assumed to be given the reduced-
order QSS models for immediate neighbors, and a simpler equivalent PV model
for the distant areas. In order to identify the distinct contribution of anticipation
and communication to improved performance of the DCMPC, further experiments
are made to compare the results with the uncoordinated decentralized deadband
approach, and also with the uncoordinated decentralized MPC approach. More-
over, the robustness of the DCMPC against measurement noises and modeling er-
rors has been shown, concluding that the feedback behavior of the MPCs provides
enough robustness against those errors.

6
Conclusions and future work
Logical controllers of devices such as LTCs and CBs as well as discrete control
logics such as threshold reached by OXLs introduce discrete events into power sys-
tem continuous dynamics. The resulting dynamic behavior often leads to compli-
cated interactions between continuous dynamics and discrete events, particularly
during voltage collapse phenomena when many discrete devices (either controllers
or thresholds) switch on and off. The ordering of these events is very important for
the stability analysis, particularly for voltage control. This has been, in this thesis,
modeled using concurrent execution of many hybrid automata.
This thesis presents an efficient framework to capture the hybrid behavior of power
system using Modelica as an object-oriented equation-based modeling and simu-
lation language for the different components of the power system. Toward our ul-
timate goal of designing a model-based coordinating voltage control, the Modelica
models for transmission lines, LTC, OXL, CB, and dynamic exponential recovery
loads have been presented in the hybrid dynamical systems framework, where all
component models are transparent and can easily be modified or extended.
Simulation results show that the interaction between local controllers and continu-
ous dynamics of power system as well as nonlinear behavior of load dynamics can
easily be studied in the proposed hybrid framework. This enables effective analy-
sis of different candidate coordinating control actions in order to avoid voltage
collapse. The proposed simulator is much-faster-than real-time for reasonably-
sized networks, and provides a flexible environment for modeling and simulation
of large-scale power systems, and allows (possibly via further abstraction to speed
up the on-line calculations) the implementation and fast verification of different
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MPC control strategies. For example, for the case study 2 considered in chapter 3,
the simulator integration time when running on a 3.15 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
with 4 GB of RAM takes less than 1 s, i.e. about 700 times faster than real time.
Initially in chapter 3, the timing of the control actions was obtained by carry-
ing out many simulations. In chapters 4 and 5, this timing of control actions are
obtained automatically by an MPC, selecting the best scenarios among a small
number of possible scenarios. The fact that these scenarios can be simulated faster
than real-time over a sufficiently long time window allows efficient and automatic
comparison of their performance.
The main trends in the development of coordination schemes in large-scale
multi-area electrical power systems particularly for voltage control problem are
also presented in this thesis. The issues of communication, abstraction and op-
timization, which are highly linked to coordination control, have been briefly ad-
dressed in this thesis. By way of summary, the following conclusions can be drawn
and must be taken into account when applying distributed model-based coordina-
tion schemes to the voltage control problem in large-scale multi-area power sys-
tems.
• Distributed cooperative-based coordination schemes fit best the requirements of
multi-area large-scale power systems where each TSO (or each CA of an area)
optimizes its own utility in a greedy way without taking the cost and constraints of
the neighbors into account.
• The inherent feedback structure of the DCMPC provides enough robustness
against modeling errors e.g. uncertainties in the load modeling as well as mea-
surement inaccuracies.
• The minimum exchange of information among neighboring TSOs necessary for
achieving acceptable coordination includes the local control decisions.
• Time-varying nature of the power system calls for dynamic equivalents whose
parameters can be estimated via identification using measurements taken solely
at boundary buses of interconnections. In order to obtain an equivalent model
for neighboring areas in the multi-area power systems, identification-based ap-
proaches are more desirable than reduction-based approaches since they may be
utilized with limited amount of information at boundary buses.
This thesis has developed a design methodology for voltage control based on
distributed MPC as a tool for coordinating LTCs in adjacent control areas. More
specifically, using a non-linear hybrid model of the system, a distributed non-
cooperative MPC formulation with neighbor-to-neighbor communication is pro-
posed for long-term voltage control of large-scale multi-area power systems. Each
CA knows a local model of its own area as well as reduced-order models of its
immediate neighboring CAs, assuming simpler equivalent models for its distant
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areas. Local decisions are taken by solving a finite-horizon greedy local opti-
mization, using only local measurements and the latest selected control sequences
received from the immediate neighboring CA. The planned local control sequence
is then communicated to the immediate neighboring CAs to be taken into account
in their next optimization iteration.
The limited amount of exchanged information makes the approach more resilient
to communication failures. Furthermore, the fact of not requiring knowledge of
the overall system model provides enough robustness against lack of some system
information. Via simulation on a reasonably sized 12-bus 3-area power system in
chapter 5, the thesis shows that this coordination control can avoid voltage collapse
in cases where traditional uncoordinated decentralized controllers fail. This first
case study deals with a network that is small enough so that each local simulator
knows and implements the hybrid dynamical model of the complete system.
However for realistic applications such as the well-known Nordic32 test system
in chapter 5, the local simulator only knows and implement a detailed model of
its own CA, and will need to represent the dynamics of the adjacent areas via
more abstract models. Simulations on the Nordic32 test system show that, even in
this case, the proposed control strategy can stabilize the system for fault scenarios
where a completely decentralized strategy (deadband or MPC), without any com-
munications, leads to collapse.
6.1 Future work
6.1.1 Extension of the DCMPC
In this thesis, we have applied the proposed DCMPC scheme to the transmission
systems, where the distribution systems are represented as an aggregated dynamic
loads connected by LTCs to the rest of the system. The LTCs are considered
as the available countermeasure for long-term voltage control. At most one LTC
(except area Central6 containing three LTCs) is considered in each area. A control
horizon of 30 s (N = 3) is chosen to perform the simulations. Given the LTC
operational time delay Tdelay = 10 s, this 30 s control horizon enables each LTC to
perform three subsequent moves either no move, an upward or a downward move.
Each MPC, corresponding to each CA, enumerates the number of all possible LTC
move sequences, in this case 33 = 27, without excluding those that the designer
knows in advance will almost certainly not be optimal. This may be an issue,
in terms of computational complexity and simulation time, when the size of the
system grows, or when the longer control horizons are considered. Therefore,
future research is required to reduce the number of possible input sequences, based
on some heuristics and on physical intuition.
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In the current implementation, each CA knows a local model of its own area as
well as reduced-order QSS models of its immediate neighboring areas, assuming
simpler equivalent PV model for the distant areas. However, we have assumed the
same reduced-order QSS models for the local area as well as for the immediate
neighboring areas. Future works can be devoted to devising abstraction methods
to dynamically represent a more abstract model of the neighboring areas. The
abstract models should not have the same degree of accuracy and details compared
to that of local areas.
This thesis does not consider the power-flow constraints of interconnecting
tie-lines. These constraint are due to the thermal limits of tie-lines which can
in turn limit the maximum cross-border power interchange among areas. This
additional constraint can be also taken into account in the future implementations
of the DCMPC.
6.1.2 Application to microgrids
The DCMPC coordination scheme may also be applied as a tool for designing
controllers for medium voltage (MV) microgrids (µ-grids) including distributed
generations (DGs) and storage devices.
A microgrid is a cluster of local distributed energy resources (DERs) and op-
tionally storage units such as batteries, ultra-capacitors, and flywheels that locally
supply controllable (curtailable/sheddable) loads such as plug-in hybrid or electric
vehicles (EVs), in a more economic and reliable fashion.
The DERs can be either in the form of non-controllable renewable sources such
as wind and solar energy, or dispatchable (controllable) non-renewable sources
such as microturbines, combined heat and cooling power (CHCP) units, and fuel
cells whose output instantaneous active/reactive powers are controllable for a pre-
specified time interval.
Microgrids are typically designed to act as a single controllable entity with re-
spect to the main grid such that it can operate in both grid-connected (on-grid)
and islanded (off-grid, autonomous) modes. Microgrids are often viewed as the
key building blocks of the future “smart grids”, where information and commu-
nications technology (ICT) is used to gather and act on information, for example
on the behaviors of DGs, storage devices, and loads, in an automated fashion to
improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the production
and distribution of electricity. A typical configuration of a microgrid is shown in
Fig. 6.1, where the main grid is connected, at the point of common coupling (PCC),
to a microgrid composed of three radial feeders operating as a single controllable
entity. Analogous to the proposed concept, a multi-area small-scale power system
can be determined, within the microgrid, by considering, for example, each feeder
as an area, and assigning a local MPC to it. These decomposed areas, or feeders,
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are sometimes referred to as “active cells”. However, there is a fundamental differ-
ence betweenX/R ratio for transmission systems, beingX  R, and distribution
networks, being X  R. This is due to the predominant inductive nature of over-
head lines in transmission systems, and resistive nature of (underground) cables in
distribution networks. This means that, when considering distribution networks,
the voltage can not be effectively controlled through adjusting only reactive power,
and it is necessary to adjust active power as well. Therefore voltage control for a
smart grid will not only involve LTC controls but also control of storage and of
deferrable loads.
Smart grid (several interconnected µ-grids) control in long time scale is an
economic dispatch problem which determines the optimal output active/reactive
power from DERs to be allocated to various loads and storage devices (including
auxiliary energy storage by EVs). The solution ensures the realization of the sev-
eral objective functions such as minimization of the overall active/reactive power
generation cost and/or minimization of active power losses. The extended eco-
nomic dispatch problem (including the optimal timing for on/off switching of con-
trollable loads, scheduling (postponing/advancing the charge/discharge timing of
storage devices even including batteries in EVs, or adjusting the power to heat ratio
of CHCP units) can be effectively tackled by the proposed coordination paradigm.
In this case, the communication may include the variable import/export electricity
pricing among cells, over a prediction horizon in future. The DERs within each
cell will contribute to the coordination problem through their power electronic in-
terfaces e.g. voltage source inverter (VSI).
∞
DG
DG
DG
PCC
Figure 6.1: A basic microgrid architecture
6.1.3 Towards the practical implementation
The DCMPC approach is a novel communication-based control architecture for
LTCs in order to improve the coordination among the corresponding CAs. This
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coordinating feedback controller acts in the time scale of 10 s, and thus is suit-
able for mitigating the long-term voltage decays. This thesis has shown that the
DCMPC is a feasible approach to reduce the risk of voltage collapse in a real
system by studying some well-known case studies. One should notice that the
DCMPC scheme complements (and does not replace) the existing secondary con-
trol layer of a generic voltage control hierarchy. It essentially equips each CA
with an anticipation feature, and provides an additional feedback coordinating sig-
nal among LTCs. This makes the DCMPC approach to be incrementally imple-
mentable in practice, meaning that considering ENTSO-E grid for example, the
entire 41 TSOs (and their underlying CAs) do not necessarily need to change their
current voltage control strategy for LTCs at once. The fact that the DCMPC imple-
mentation can, rather, begin from one single TSO, would then make it possible to
have a configuration in which a DCMPC-controlled CA might have some neigh-
bors using another strategy, e.g. deadband-controlled neighboring CAs. This will
not cause any problem because as long as the DCMPC-controlled CA is informed
of, by some limited amount of communication, about the (one-step-ahead) control
actions of its (even still possibly deadband-controlled) CAs, it will effectively take
this information into account for calculating its own coordinated control actions.
A (potential) improvement for realizing practical applications might be achieved
by the asynchronous implementation of the DCMPC. This may possibly provide
an even more realistic operation of CAs by allowing them (in general) to update
their control actions whenever they want to. However, due to the mechanical time
delay of LTCs, the CAs would then still use the same control interval of 10 s, but
could start reacting at different times within each 10 s interval.
It is also important to mention that the multi-area power systems are often het-
erogeneous networks stretching out over many independent TSOs (and their cor-
responding CAs) in different countries. Thus a possible non-cooperative behavior
of some CAs (or even preventing a malicious operator from actually damaging the
overall system) must be rewarded enforcing cooperation in practice. However, this
thesis does not deal with this issue, assuming that the TSOs adhere to their contract
which forces them to cooperate for the proposed DCMPC scheme.
A
Steady-state voltage characteristic of a
synchronous generator
According to [16] in dq framework:
Vd =−RId −X ′qIq (A.1)
Vq =−RIq −X ′dId + E′q (A.2)
Under steady-state conditions E′q = Eq , X
′
d = Xd and X
′
q = Xq , and ignor-
ing armature resistance R = 0, one gets:
Vd =−XqIq (A.3)
Vq =−XdId + Eq (A.4)
Generator output active P and reactive Q powers are given by:
P =VdId + VqIq (A.5)
Q =VdIq − VqId (A.6)
Solving (A.5) and (A.6) with respect to Id and Iq yields:
Id =
PVd −QVq
V 2d + V
2
q
(A.7)
Iq =
QVd + PVq
V 2d + V
2
q
(A.8)
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Substituting (A.7) and (A.8) in (A.3) and (A.4) gives:
Vd =
−QXqVd − PXqVq
V 2d + V
2
q
(A.9)
Vq =
PXdVd −QXdVq
V 2d + V
2
q
+ Eq (A.10)
Rearranging (A.9) and (A.10) gives:
((V 2d + V
2
q ) +QXq)Vd + PXqVq =0 (A.11)
−PXdVd + ((V 2d + V 2q ) +QXd)Vq =Eq(V 2d + V 2q ) (A.12)
Solving systems of Equations (A.11) and (A.12) with respect to Vd and Vq , and
substituting the generator terminal voltage with V = V 2d + V
2
q yields to:
Vd =
−EqV 2PXq
(V 2 +QXq)(V 2 +QXd) + P 2XdXq
(A.13)
Vq =
(V 2 +QXq)EqV
2
(V 2 +QXq)(V 2 +QXd) + P 2XdXq
(A.14)
Substituting (A.13) and (A.14) in V 2 = V 2d + V
2
q gives:
V 2 =
E2qV
4P 2X2q + V
8E2q + V
4Q2E2qX
2
q + 2V
6E2qQXq
(V 4 + V 2QXd + V 2QXq +Q2XdXq + P 2XdXq)2
(A.15)
Solving (A.15) with respect to Eq , one gets:
E2q =
(V 4 + V 2QXd + V
2QXq +Q
2XdXq + P
2XdXq)
2
(V 2P 2X2q + V
6 + V 2Q2X2q + 2V
4QXq)
(A.16)
or
Eq =
(V 4 + V 2QXd + V
2QXq +Q
2XdXq + P
2XdXq)
V
√
P 2X2q + V
4 +Q2X2q + 2V
2QXq
(A.17)
Under steady-state conditions, and in per unit
E′q = Eq = Ef = Efd = ifd (A.18)
Therefore
Efd =
(V 4 + V 2QXd + V
2QXq +Q
2XdXq + P
2XdXq)
V
√
V 4 + P 2X2q +Q
2X2q + 2V
2QXq
(A.19)
B
An example of Modelica code
The following Modelica code implements an LTC operating in a distributed MPC
fashion.
model DisLTC
discrete input Integer u "UpDownMove";
Integer TapPos(start=0, fixed=true);
Real c(start=0, fixed=true) "timer";
Bolean idle(start=true, fixed=true);
Bolean action(start=false, fixed=true);
parameter Real T_delay=10;
parameter Real MaxTapPos=10;
parameter Real MinTapPos=-10;
parameter Real TapStepSize=0.02;
output Integer LTCTapPos;
output Real LTCTapRatio;
equation
idle =((pre(idle) and u=0) or ((pre(action) and c>T_delay);
action = (pre(action) and c<T_delay)) or (pre(idle) and u<>0);
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when idle and not pre(idle) and not intial() then
c=time;
end when;
when pre(action) and not action then
if u==+1 and (pre(TapPos) < MaxTapPos) then
TapPos = pre(TapPos) + 1;
elseif u==-1 and (pre(TapPos) > MinTapPos) then
TapPos = pre(TapPos) - 1;
else
TapPos = pre(TapPos);
end if;
end when;
TrTapPos = TapPos;
LTCTapRatio=1+(TapStepSize* TapPos);
end DisLTC;
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